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Abstract 

This thesis presents a Realist analysis of contemporary issues in international defense 

procurement, using the case of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter(JSF) program as a case of 

current trends, challenges and opportunities in this particular industry sector. It undertakes 

a Qualitative deductive literature-based research approach, with the goal of creating a 

structural theory-based understanding of contemporary collaborative defense procurement 

issues. This is was then employed as structural foundation for understanding the structure, 

dynamics and performance of the F-35 JSF program, through an empirically based case 

study of this program, and a number its hand-picked participants.

Through this approach, this paper identified the emergence of certain issues in defense 

procurement that challenge classic notions of defense procurement, of the state as being 

the best guarantor of security in this sector. through this observation, It is argued, that 

these emerging issues today challenge the feasibility of states to maintain practices of 

efficient defense procurement single-handedly. From this, the paper argues that there 

today exists an increased incentive to collaboration and use of global vale chains, due to 

benefits of “collective efficiency” potentially provided by these in the face of these new 

emerging issues. from this, it is argued that these notions informed the design and 

structure of the F-35 JSF program, as a collaborative project designed to off-set emerging 

trends and leverage the benefits inherent to the use of collaboration and global value 

chains in this particular sector. This paper however found, that the presents of these trends 

were inefficiently recognized in regards to the collaborative aspect of the program through 

a US failure, or unwillingness to recognize individual participants particular local content 

requirements in regards to these. This, it is argued resulted in the poor performance of the 

program as participants hedged/balanced against it, thereby off-setting the potential for 

collective economic  efficiency in this international defense procurement program.
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1.Introduction 

The F-35 Joint Strike Fighter(JSF) program is an arms program, often described as the 

most expensive weapons development and procurement in history and by some as the 

“arms deal of the century”(Vucetic & Nossal 2012 p.3). Currently, it is estimated to have 

had a development and procurement cost of 400 billion dollars and is estimated to have a  

future cost of sustainment and maintenance of 1.4 to 1.6 trillion dollars as of 

2018(Chapman 2018 p.2)(Vucetic and Nossal 2012 p.3)

With its origins in the mid 90s, the program was purposefully designed as an international 

collaborative industrial and strategic effort to design a state of the art fifth generation 

multirole jet fighter aircraft, named the F-35. This aircraft was envisioned to possess 

unparalleled interoperability between allied users, while also being designed to respond to 

the trend of rising development and production costs of such assets following the Cold 

War. It aimed to achieve this by way of off-setting this trend with industrial and scientific 

cooperation between partners, as the emergence of this trend following following the end 

of the Cold War, had come to make such projects increasingly economically difficult to 

carry individually by states wishing to maintain the autonomous ability to produce such 

capabilities, and maintain the industries associated with the production of these. To 

therefore combat this trend, the JSF program premised to pool resources and engage 

interested US allies’ relevant industries in US military industrial value chains. This strategy 

would, if successful, alleviate costs of development and production of these vital security 

assets for all parties, while also achieving a greater US’ strategic goal of increasing US’ 

market shares in the European aerospace defense market.

However the program has in recent years come under increased scrutiny and criticism on 

both sides of the supply chain, with its’ lengthy delays and costs often being described as 

spiraling out of control. This has caused both US government and allied partners to be 
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become concerned about these, with the latter of the two also raising concerns about 

national security sovereignty stemming from perceived US reluctance to comprehensively 

engage participants in the value chains associated with the program.

1.1 Problem Area

Military production and fighter aircraft are an essential part of any modern military, with the 

latter being the essential building block of the air arm of national armed forces wishing to 

be competitive in any potential military conflicts today.

Capable of defeating enemy air threats and ensuring so-called air superiority, while also 

providing protection of other air and ground assets, such as airborne logistics and air-to-

ground attack platforms, and more broadly ground and naval forces assets less capable of 

defending themselves against aerial threats. Furthermore, these systems are also an 

essential part of the enforcement of national territorial sovereignty and integrity, by their 

capability to police the air space associated with the demarcated land and sea territory of 

sovereign states.

Because of the importance of these security assets, states wishing to ensure goals of 

improving own security or pursuit of effective power projection, must therefore plan for the 

secure procurement and future obsolescence of these, by the conduction of effective 

procurement, industrial policies and practices that ensures the safe supply of future assets 

and continued reliability of existing ones, by the allocation of funds and resources to 

projects enabling this in the most efficient and secure manner possible.

The aim of this research paper is to investigate the performance of the F-35 Joint Strike 

Fighter Program from both the producer and buyer side of the supply chain, by analyzing 

the trends, environment, purpose and structure in which it exists, and how these has led to 

its design and its now perceived poor economic and political performance among 
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participants. It will also investigate how the involved states responded and continue to 

respond to the nature and development of the program, and how these factors and 

security informed strategic responses by participating states, potentially have come to 

further affect the performance of it.

This research paper will do this by examining what factors informed and continue to inform 

the design and performance of the program. How this particular program responded to 

these and how states have come to integrate this particular design in their economic, 

security and political considerations and strategic choices in regards to this particular 

project, and finally how this potentially has led to the programs now perceived lackluster 

performance by its participants.

1.2 Research Question 

What is the nature of contemporary collaborative defense procurement, and how does this  

affect the design and performance of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter Program.

1.3 Background 

The F-35 Joint Strike Fighter program can trace it beginnings back to 1993, when the US 

department of Defense, launched an initiative known then as the JAST program(Joint 

Advanced Strike Technology. The objective of this program was aimed at replacing the 

F-18 Superhornet fighter Jet and F-111 Nighthawk Stealth Fighter jet, with the program’s 

purpose being research into the possibility developing a jet fighter platform that would 

combine the capabilities of both these existing aircraft into a single new aircraft. This would 

if successful, provide the US with not only a new state of the art aircraft, but also provide a 

more streamlined production line by making production more cost effective by enabling 
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economies of smaller scope, but greater scale, by having fewer, but bigger production 

lines, producing single platforms, instead of many smaller independent production lines 

producing many distinctly different platforms(Chapman 2018 p.1)

In 1994 the program picked up further speed when it was decided that the new platform 

should be a so-called fifth generation fighter aircraft, capable of not only replacing the 

aforementioned F-18 and F-111 platforms, but also be a replacement across all fighter jet 

using arms of the United States armed forces, The US Air Force, US Marine Corps and the 

US Navy, which in total would encompasss the replacement 6 different jets, the F-16 

Fighting Falcon, F-15 Strike Eagle, F-18 Superhornet F-111 Nighthawk, AV-8B Harrier 

jump Jet and finally the A-10 Thunderbolt. This combination meant that this new theoretical 

fifth generational jet, had to be not only an effective Jet Fighter like the F-16, F-18 and 

F-15, but also be capable of Vertical Short Take-off and Landing(V/STOL), like the AV-8B 

Harrier jump jet, effective ground support like the A-10 Thunderbolt, while also possessing 

stealth characteristics like the F-111 Nighthawk Stealth Fighter. During this phase it was 

also decided that the program was to be an international collaborative procurement and 

development program, in response to the trend of rising costs and declining defense 

budgets, which if successful could both ease the costs on the US, but also be an avenue 

for the capture of market shares in new and existing markets(Vucetic &Nossal 2012 p.4)

(Chapman 2018 p.1-2) To note, This joining of all these existing platforms into a single 

platform is where the J(joint) part of the JAST, and later JST naming of the program comes 

from, and not the strategy of global collaboration which as presented only came to be a 

significant part of the development and procurement strategy for the program during this 

phase of the process.

These first years of the project then known as JAST, was a purely theoretical phase, and 

was solely conducted by the US Department of Defense(DoD) with an objective of 
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researching the feasibility of the project in regards to the then available technology and 

know-how(Chapman 2018 p.92-93)(Vucetic & Nossal 2012 p.4).

In 1995 the program entered the concept demonstration phase meaning that manufactures 

could now declare and submit concept prototypes in-line with JAST, DoD requirements, 

Furthermore in 1995, the United Kingdom joined the program through a memorandum 

understanding, which specified a 90/10 percent development cost split, thereby starting 

the international collaborative aspect of the program with more partners, most of these 

joining throughout the 90s and 2000s during later phases of the program. These would 

total 10 partners by 2012(Vucetic & Nossal 2012 p.4-6). 

In 1996 Boeing and Lockheed Martin cooperations were chosen as lead contractors for the 

initial SSD phase(System Development and Demonstration) based on the concept 

solutions, meaning that these two would now begin work on working aircraft prototypes to 

be presented for final contract and procurement consideration by the DoD(Chapman 2018 

p.93-94)(Vucetic & Nossal 2012 p.4)

In October of 2001, Lockheed Martin’s X-35 design won out over Boeing’s X-32, thereby 

awarding the development and procurement contract to the company and the program 

took its final name, with the Joint Advanced Strike Technology program becoming the Joint 

Strike Fighter program, and the X-35 becoming the F-35, with the program now entering 

its’ final SSD phase targeted at the development of a fully functional and producible 

aircraft(Antil & Ito 2012 p.17).

During this final SSD phase, the program also took on its’ partnership structure as more 

parties started to show interest in the F-35 platform with most of the current partners 

joining during this phase.

The partnership structure took on a 3 level hierarchical structure, in which interested 

buyers were subdivided based on their financial contribution to development. In this 

structure partners would receive contracts and delivery priority of the finished platform 
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based on the amount of financial contribution to the program. By 2012 the only level 1 

partner was the UK, with level 2 consisting of Italy and the Netherlands, and level 3 

consisting of Denmark, Norway Turkey, Australia and Canada(Antil & Ito 2012 p.17).

5 years after the launch of the final SSD phase and Lockheed Martin winning the contract, 

the F-35 took its’ maiden flight in 2006(Vucetic & Nossal 2012 p.4).

However despite the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter’s initial promises, which had succeeded in 

garnering a lot of interest from potential buyers and a successful maiden flight, the 

program quickly became plagued by problems, such as cost overruns, technical problems 

and subsequent delays of full rate production of the aircraft.

The platform continued in tests to suffer severe technical issues due to its’ complexity. 

These included problems with its software, which consists of approximately 24 million lines 

of code, a fact that has made both critics and advocates of the platform label the F-35 as a 

flying computer(Antil & Ito 2012 p.17). Among these software problems were issues with 

the helmet system display and general cyber security concerns with the overall ALIS 

system(Automatic Logistics Information System)(Chapman 2018 p.113-116). Furthermore 

the platform was plagued with reliability and safety issues that included issues with the 

Pratt and Whitney Engines, Airframe fatigue damage due to flight stress and crew ejection 

system issues. All of which led to further delays and often grounded the test aircraft for 

longer periods of time. Furthermore doing this time many partners countries started 

showing dissatisfaction with the nature of the program, with in particular the UK arguing 

that the terms of the collaboration was a direct threat to UK sovereignty and industry due 

to US reluctance to share technology and division of labour (Antill & Ito 2013 p.28)

(Kapstein 2004 p.152)

In 2011 the first F-35 was finally delivered to the US airforce, and procurement was 

effectively started through a so-called block procurement scheme, in which Aircraft would 
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be ordered and paid for on a yearly basis by the US government, with this particular 

procurement scheme predicted to last until 2040.

However, During this time a lot of political issues arose from the perceived inefficient 

management of the program and the lack of effective accountability measures in regards 

to holding Lockheed Martin and subcontractors accountable for this mismanagement. In 

particular now deceased US Senator and former presidential candidate John McCain 

leveled severe criticism against the program in both 2009 and 2016, in an US Senate 

hearing; with the Senator stating in 2016 that the program had run out of control and is 

plagued with bad strategy and management, which has resulted in the estimated cost of 

the development and procurement program doubling from around an initially estimated 

cost in 2001 of 200 billion USD for full completion and full rate production, to the estimated 

cost of the program in 2016 being a total development and procurement cost for full rate 

production of around 400 billion. At the same hearing McCain lambasted the delays this 

had caused, stating that only a tenth of the original promised deliveries of fighters for 2016 

had been completed, with only 179 F-35s being in active US service in 2016, instead of 

the 1013 F-35s set to be in active service at that time according to the original delivery 

schedule. Citing especially Lockheed Martin’s failure to cut costs on the price of individual 

aircrafts as a significant issue that needed addressing, with the average costs of the 

platform hovering around 130 million at that time.(John McCain 2016)(Chapman 2018 p.

106)

2. Theoretical Framework 

The sphere of defense economics, of which development and procurement is a part, is 

one which nature is steeped in complexity. As national defense and its related 

procurement schemes and practices are both matters of economics, politics and security, 

any analysis of the subject must therefore include this broad understanding of the matter. 
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This means that any analysis must include a combination of theoretical perspectives on 

political economics and it’s related politics, such as industrial policy, but beyond this, and 

particular to this subject, any analysis must also involve perspectives on security politics 

and international relations as these are essential in understanding the dynamics of 

defense economics. The theoretical framework of this paper will adhere to this fact, which 

means it will include a variety of theory in order to provide a comprehensive analysis of the 

F-35 Joint Strike Fighter Program and the environment in which it exists. This theoretical 

framework will employ theory, such as Realism to investigate the international security/

politics aspects of the environment and program, while also addressing the economics of 

it, through the use of theories such as Global Value Chain analysis, Complex Cooperation, 

Industrial Policy, and Local Content Requirements theory. This combination of theory’s aim 

is to be comprehensive enough to address the complexity of factors inherent in an 

international development/procurement program such as the Joint Strike Fighter program. 

The employed frameworks will be presented and explained in the following section of the 

paper.

2.1 Realism

Political Realism, often referred to as Realpolitik, is a perspective designed to understand 

international relation dynamics between states. It’s basic theoretical understanding can in 

short be distilled to a view of the international political environment, where a prevalence of 

so-called power politics inform the observer’s assumptions about state intentions and 

subsequent observed behavior(Burchill et al 2013 p.33)

Drawing from early 17th century philosophy, in-particular Thomas Hobbes’ state of nature 

theory. Realists argue that the human nature of selfishness in the face of an anarchic 

environment of scarcity in resources and security, put constraints on international 

cooperation. While Hobbes’ theory was aimed at explaining how individuals would 
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overcome anarchy by surrendering ultimate freedom(anarchy) to a designated ruler or 

sovereign as a mean to achieve security, political realists argue that in the sphere of 

international of affairs, the lack of a global sovereign, often described as a “World 

government”, reinforces the same dynamics of human nature in the interactions between 

states. Hans Morgenthau, a central classical realist puts it as such “…The social world is, 

but a projection of human nature onto the collective plane…” - Hans Morgenthau (Burchill 

et al 2013 p.33). In this environment, Realists argue that states exist in a similar global 

notion of anarchy where these actors pursue goals of relative gains i.e. the acquisition of 

power, resources or security at the loss of other state competitors. Morgenthau’s argument 

for this, is extrinsically Hobbesian in nature, arguing that, as there is no global sovereign, 

states’ priority objective in this environment is one of mere egoism due to these being 

faced with the threat of competition and even dominance by others. Due to this states 

therefore come to remain the only guarantor of their own continued existence, as these 

actors exists in a realm of competitors faced with the same dilemma. Machavelli another 

central theorists on classical realism distills the dynamics of this system as such; “In 

politics we must act as if all men are wicked and that they will always give vent to the 

maglinty that is their mind when opportunity offers” - Machavelli (Burchill et al 2013 p.33)

This basic foundation of egoism and self-interest in the face of an environment of scarce 

resources provides the foundation for all realist theory. This paper will however also add 

Neo-Realist theory, in particular Kenneth Waltz’ structural theory as a further aspect in its 

analysis of the F-35 JSF program. As the name describes, structural realism adds a 

structural principle of ordering to the international environment, adding that a hierarchy 

exists in the international realm in which units(national states), are differentiated by their 

capabilities, and that state behavior can be explained by the relative distribution of these. 

In Waltz’ framework, capability entails  resource endowment, or natural resource access, 

industrial capacity, geographical position and perhaps most important; military capability, 
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with the possession or lack of any of these capabilities making states less or more 

powerful in relation to other states(Mouritzen 1997 p.74). Waltz argues that these 

capabilities are important as states must position themselves to be able to ensure own 

survival and interests, as no one else can be consistently counted on to so for them. This 

hearkening back to the basic assumption of anarchy and egoism from classic realism, is 

due to the competing interests of other states that aim to possess these same relative 

resources, or gains, in the pursuit of the same goal for themselves(Burchill et al 2013 p.

37). In this system, states will balance against each other by allocating resources that 

reinforce national security, or their position within the system as a way to off-set the threat 

of more powerful competitors. In this framework, stronger states are therefore less willing 

to engage in mutually beneficial behavior of absolute gains, as they fear the relative 

empowerment of potential competitors will present a future threat to themselves. 

Meanwhile weaker states will seek to pursuit relationships such as alliances that off-set 

their individually limited capability to compete with more powerful states, hoping that this 

coalition building with other states, or empowerment of more powerful states, will ensure 

security from or future favorable treatment by these. Cooperation in this environment is 

inherently difficult, as states will mostly rather choose to compromise on own gain and 

instead choose a strategy of balancing instead of cooperation, if cooperation entails the 

empowerment of potential competitors or loss of own capability or security in relative terms  

to the competing state(s). effectively this means that self-interest will almost always 

prevail, and that all cooperation therefore is only temporarily viable as long as it means 

empowerment in relation to the competition of other states(Burchill et al 2013 p.38).  

Together all these aspects of realism, i.e. the assumption of anarchy and relative 

distribution of capabilities, come together to give the theory of realism a not only 

explanatory, but also a predictive nature, with the theory emphasizing how certain 

structures and behaviors in the International system leads to particular 
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outcomes(Mouritzen 1997 p.73), meaning that the theory is easily verified or falsified if 

available empirical case data exists. 

The structural nature of realism as a theory, means that this particular theoretical 

standpoint will dominate our analyze of not only the JSF F-35 program, but also the 

dynamics of collaborative defense procurement as a whole. It will therefore also inform 

how we view our other theories, meaning that challenges and opportunities argued for in 

these will be examined and argued for, or against, with realist assumptions about 

collaborative defense procurement in mind.

2.2 Global Value Chain Analysis

Value chain analysis is an important part of understanding the structure and operation of 

an industry or firm. It focuses on the analysis of a firm or industry’s operation, from initial 

product conception through manufacturing all the way to marketing and distribution of the 

final product. The objective of the framework is to identify these processes and understand 

how value is created and captured within these. Further it can serve as a tool to inform 

how strategies might be formulated and how these processes might be optimized in order 

to maximize the creation of surplus value to be captured within these(Porter 1985 p.36) 

Global value chain analysis, it as the name suggests, an extension of this framework, 

formulated as an way to analyze such value chains that are globally distributed and 

therefore transcends across national borders and jurisdictions. The relevancy of this 

framework is argued as such by Gary Gereffi; with globalization has come a dispersion of 

value chains from historically strong vertically linked domestically concentrated networks to 

more varied ones with an increasingly more geographically dispersed division of labour. 

According to Gereffi, the adoption of more liberalized economic policies coupled with 

technological advancement in communication and logistics have enabled industries and 
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firms to transfer information, products and capital more efficiently and therefore lessened 

the cost of accessing new markets with new pools of either cheaper labour, new 

knowledge or production capacity therefore making these more readily available for 

exploitation through strategic practices of outsourcing, or offshoring or strategic 

collaborative partnerships. This coupled with lessened economic or political barriers such 

as protectionist practices, which would otherwise guard against such practices, have 

enabled businesses to optimize value chain processes by targeting these otherwise 

inaccessible resources, wether being due to the previously mentioned policies, or just due 

to historically costly nature of efficient access to them.(Gereffi 2014 p.18).

In Gereffi’s framework for analyzing these global value chains, there are two specific 

approaches. The top down, and bottom up approaches both of which will be used in the 

analyses of the value chains connected to the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter.

First is the top down approach. This approach focuses on the governance of global value 

chains by aiming to identify corporate or political actors that posses the capability to shape 

the distribution of risk and gains between participants(Gereffi 2014 p.12). In this paper’s 

analysis of the F-35 JSF program, this approach will be used to identify the actors that 

shape the structure of the program and analyze what factors informs these actors position 

and strategy in regards to the program and how this potentially come to affect the 

performance of it.

The bottom up approach of the framework focuses on the concept of upgrading. Here the 

focus is on strategies pursued by economic stakeholders within value chains, such as 

states or firm, in these’s attempt to maintain or improve their position within these network, 

formulated as strategy to capture more value or reduce risk associated with 

participation(Gereffi 2014 p.13).

In the analysis of this paper, this framework will be used to analyze how effective value 

chain management in regards to the F-35 JSF program is conducted and what structural 
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factors  might influence particular strategy choices in regards to this. Furthermore it will be 

used to identify those actors within the F-35 JSF program that hold less power than the 

ones identified by the top down approach, and examine the strategies pursued by these 

states and how these affect the performance of the program.

Further adding to how power is conducted in these value chains, it is relevant to consult 

global value chain literature that deals with the concept of power in value chains on a more 

comprehensive level than Gereffi. Gereffi's understanding of power in value chains is often 

understood as being focused on value chains either being producer, or buyer-driven, which 

would limit our understanding of the complexity of value chains such as those in 

International defense procurement, in which governments and their institutions are 

significant forces in the shaping of the structure and dynamics these particular kind of 

value chains. This paper will therefore also use the framework of Ponte, Dallas & 

Sturgeon(2017), and their idea of the four types of power in value chains i.e. The Dyadic 

forms: Bargaining power,, Demonstrative Power and  the Hierarchical Forms: Constitutive 

Power Institutional Power(Ponte et al. 2017 p.14), in order analyze the exact power 

structures associated with the value chains of the JSF program. 

2.3 Complex Collaboration 

According to Cohen and Mankin(2002), complex collaboration describes collaboration in 

business or governance, greater in scope and scale, the number of people and 

organizations involved than traditional forms of collaboration, that historically were often 

limited in scope and scale due to geographical or capacity related constraints. Cohen and 

Mankin argue, that in the new globalized economy, new more complex forms of 

collaboration are available through strategic partnerships and effective virtual interfacing 

between actors, arguing therefore that these strategies have become vital for firms to 
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access new pools of knowledge and capacity in the pursuit of global comparative 

advantages in the face of these developments also being available to potential competitors 

(Cohen & Mankin 2002 p.117).

Cohen and Mankin identify 5 steps that should be taken in order for complex collaboration 

to work. According to Cohen and Mankin; in step 1. Work should be structured, followed by 

step 2. in which relationships between partners are to be established and developed. In 

step 3. Collaborative processes and norms are designed and implemented. In step 4. and 

5. documentation of the process is captured in order to improve current or future 

projects(Cohen & Mankin 2002 p.118).

Cohen and Mankin argues, that while collaborative strategies are effective, certain pitfalls 

to their efficient operation exists, such as mistrust, goal misalignment, organizational 

rigidity, and the effective sorting out of roles and responsibilities between partners(Cohen 

& Mankin 2002 p.117)

This framework will be used to assess the current challenges and opportunities for 

cooperation in the industrial defense sector, followed by an assessment of the 

performance of the collaborative aspect of the F-35 JSF program.

2.4 Industrial Policy and Local Content Requirements 

According to Danni Rodrik(2008), and Maria Mazzucato(2015), industrial policy 

encompasses policy interventions that target market imperfections that hamper economic 

efficiency or interventions aimed at improving greater economic growth, knowledge 

spillover, social returns or better practices through the promotion of structural changes 

within particular industries or markets. (Rodrik 2008 p.1)(Mazzucato 2015 p.70-71). 
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Industrial policy is of the utmost importance in regards to investigating defense 

procurement, as it is an extremely regulated industry, this paper will in argue that in 

particular the idea of the entrepreneurial state, as understood by Mariana Mazzucato, as a 

aspect of industrial policy, plays a leading role in this environment. This is because 

governments are both the sole regulator and buyer in these markets. Meaning that for the 

achievement of effective management and subsequent positive results of the value chains 

associated with defense procurement, it is paramount that the state undertake effective 

industrial policy for it to assert its’ interests and objectives, i.e both those of financial and 

security concerns, for the state to satisfy all its’ objectives when procuring new military 

assets. As otherwise uncorrected market failures or negative business practices in this 

arena can become a direct threat to the national security of the procuring state.

Returning to Rodrik, he outlines three particular aspects or policy strategies in how 

industrial policy is practiced, all of which must combine in some way for effective Industrial 

policy according to Rodrik. These three factors are 1. Carrot or Stick. 2. Embeddedness 

and 3. accountability(Rodrik 2008 p.2).

According to Rodrik, Carrot and stick approaches to industrial policy, describes ways in 

which industry is either given a more favorable operating environment that might make 

them competitive i.e “carrots”, or the latter i.e sticks, which describes restrictions that might 

force industry to reformulate strategy.

1. Carrots and Sticks. Carrots often come in the form of favorable or preferential 

treatment, though policy initiatives such as subsidies, which can ease the weight of costs 

of operation, thereby enabling greater returns. Also regulatory or trade policies such as 

import-export policies, trough for an example tariffs on competitive foreign goods, or 

regulation on the nature of imported foreign goods. Both of these can according to Rodrik; 

grant industries competitive advantages in domestic or foreign markets and can be 

considered as preferential treatment i.e. “carrots”.
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Sticks are treatment of industry, that can not be regarded as favorable. This type of policy 

mostly consist of stricter regulation of the industry which is targeted, forcing industry to 

reshape structure or practices in an effort to comply in order to continue legitimized 

domestic operation(Rodrik 2008 p.28).

2. Embeddedness. According to Rodrik, embeddedness describe close coordination in 

strategy between government institutions and private industry and can help industry in 

carrying the weight of project that might otherwise be too “lumpy” to the relative size of its’ 

host economy by pooling public and private resources in coordinated efforts. Furthermore 

it can be used to target industry at goals that have wider social benefits than just simple 

private rent-seeking, by for an example driving industry to invest and innovate, instead of  

pursuing short term profits. These strategic partnership ventures between government and 

private industry can help alleviate so-called bottlenecks which would otherwise be too 

complex or burdensome to overcome individually by government and private industry 

separately operating without coordination(Rodrik 2008 p.26). The idea of embeddedness 

can some some extent be compared to the as mentioned earlier idea of the 

entrepreneurial state, as the state in both frameworks can undertake the role of lead 

innovator to make private business pursue goals or practices that they would otherwise not 

haven pursued without government intervention.

3. Accountability. Rodrik describes accountability as the structures or processes in 

industrial policy established to legitimatize certain courses of action and hold relevant 

actors, wether on the government or business side legally accountable for these(Rodrik 

2008 p.29-30).

The industrial policy framework will be used to investigate how states participating in the 

F-35 JSF program, position and regulate the industries related to aerospace defense 

production and if current strategies are negatively and positively performing the 

performance of the program.
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Supplementing the use of the concept of industrial policy for this paper, this paper will also 

use the concept of Local Content Requirements, which in some instances can also be 

used as an industrial policy and is highly relevant for this paper as the JSF program covers 

multiple state partners with differing industrial policy requirements and interests.

According to Hufbauer, Schoott, Cimino, Vieto and Wada(Hufbauer et al 2013). Local 

Content Requirements(LCRs) describes a form of protectionism that has seen an increase 

in use since the Great Depression of the 1930s. Local Content Requirements are often 

described as “behind the border non-tariff barriers(NTBs), which as the name suggests 

means that these measures are protectionism/barriers to trade that take a non-tariff form, 

meaning that instead of taking the form of a simple imposed monetary percentage duty on 

particular traded products or activity, they are often more oblique in nature, instead taking 

the form of percentages of projects, products or set percentages of particular economic 

activities  related to these, which must be in accordance to domestic policy or legislation or 

international agreement. In effect percentage requirements related to LCRs must therefore 

be fulfilled by the relevant industry’s activities for the finished product to enter, or leave 

designated domestic markets(Hufbauer et al 2013 p.1).

According to Hufbauer et al; there are certain appeals of LCRs as barriers to trade. While 

simple tariff barriers mainly favor domestic industry by making import more expensive, 

NTBs can be used as a industrial policy tool to engage domestic industry in value chains 

created by foreign investment. Engagement in these value chains through LCR might be 

beneficial for the particular industry or host state’s further development through access to 

particular knowledge, practices or technology not inherent to the host economy’s particular 

context. Furthermore these type of barriers are also often used to protect strategic industry 

from competition through so-called “procurement favoritism”, in which products/projects in 

which domestic industry has participated is favored so as not to erode particular domestic 

industry and its’ related jobs and capability to foreign competition.  LCR and NTBs are 
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often formulated through legislation or particular trade or industrial policy with these 

previous stated objectives in mind(Hufbauer et al 2013 p.2).

However there are some potential pitfalls related to LCRs and NTBs as policy according to 

Hufbauer et al. LCRs and NTBs might insulate especially high cost operations from 

competition. According to Hufbauer et al; this can lead to problems such as higher costs of 

operations and lags in the introduction of new technology both of which can lead to 

economic inefficiency of industry or lesser quality products compared to those offered by 

foreign competitors. This can subsequently lead to less overall growth of the economy of 

the host country(Hufbauer et al 2013 p.9).

For this paper this framework will be used to analyze what sort of policy options are 

available and have been enacted by states participating in defense procurement 

programs, such as the F-35 JSF program, and if any of these have the potential to cause 

adverse effects for the performance of such programs.

2.5 Argument for Hypothesis 

The application of this theoretical framework, will be dominated by our previously 

described realist standpoint about the international system.  By using these assumptions, 

this paper will expect that the value chains linked to defense procurement, and therefore 

also the F-35 JSF program. to be of a direct institutional nature, in an extremely 

hierarchical heavily regulated structure, where the host government of the leading firm, 

would impose extremely hierarchical and buyer-led power through the value chain, due to 

how value chains associated with national defense and security are currently, and have 

historically been perceived. This in turn have the effect of making the use of strategies 

such as complex cooperation and leverage of global value chains in this sector particularly 

difficult to undertake, due to security informed LCRs in these industries, which put 
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particular constrains on how global value chains and cooperation can be effectively 

employed between states in this sector.

In the case of the JSF program, we would expect this hierarchical power to permeate from 

the US government down through its’ lead contractor, Lockheed Martin, with partnering 

states only coming in as a third rate powers in the value chain’s power hierarchy. This 

paper will therefore through the use of this assumption argue, that while the use of global 

value chains in defense procurement provides a number of benefits, it in the case of the 

F-35 JSF program, due to US government security-informed dominance of the 

management of the JSF F-35’s value chains. Makes upgrading for partnering states  

extremely difficult without security informed concessions on the part of the US 

government. This in turn leads to inefficient use of global value chain strategies because of 

goal-congruence and mistrust between participants due to how individual security in these 

types of value chains is generally valued over absolute cooperation.

Hypothesizing for this paper in regards to the dynamics of the F-35 JSF program, a 

confirmation of these dynamics would therefore display a United States that is unwilling to 

pursue full reciprocity and true mutual gains in its’ relationships with states that are partner 

to the JSF program, as this would then mean a US’ compromise on its’ own security due  

to how military industry and procurement is structurally viewed as a vital security capability 

by states. In the case the F-35 JSF program, this paper will hypothesize that the US in the 

case of collaboration in the JSF F-35, value particular security informed LCRs(Local 

Content Requirements) that are relatable to realist notions of the states as the only reliable 

provider of sovereign security, which in effect prohibits effective collaboration with other 

states, as it prohibits effective leveraging of global value chains. In the case of the F-35 

JSF, this dynamic led the US to fail in implementing the measures necessary to ensuring a 

form of complex collaboration that could overcome the state concerns inherent to 

collaboration in an international arms procurement program such as the JSF F-35.
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For partner states engaging in the F-35 JSF program, and If the structural realist 

assumptions about the international system holds true, we would expect to be observing 

countries that are either willing to seek free-riding or bandwagon with the US in order to 

gain security, or conversely if positioning or capabilities permit it,  balance or hedge 

against the US, if the terms of the JSF set by the US are perceived as a threat to these 

states’ security, due to how these states’ value own security informed LCRs associated 

with their individual defense value chains.

2.6 Hypothesis

The US failed to implement the measures necessary for effective complex collaboration in 

the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter Program.

3. Philosophy of Science 

Before we engage in any research, we must first establish how we as researchers choose  

to define the world we can study(our ontology) and how it is to, or can be studied(our 

epistemology) 

In this regard, this particular research paper has chosen to take a positivist approach to 

scientific enquiry, meaning that we believe, that we as researchers can study, observe and 

generate data through rigorous empirical observation, and that these exists independently 

of the study, research and researcher thereby making them and the observations 

generated from them/these universal in nature. Through this, our goal is to establish 

general laws of causal connection in relation to the subject or issue being studied, with a 

goal of making findings generalizable to not just the case being studied, but also to the 

broader ontological phenomenon of which the chosen case of study can said to be a 

part(Egholm 2014 p.70-71). Like the observation and data generated, we believe that 
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causal links between these and the subject exists independently of the research 

conducted, and that these therefore exists ontologically wether or not we choose to study 

them. We believe that science should be value-free, and that any analyses should be 

conducted from a fixed  and objective methodological position, that do not allow subjective 

interpretation, therefore making findings and their causal-links universal, repeatable and 

generalizable in nature. Knowledge generation and its’ subsequent data should therefore 

be empirically observable and not rely on mere subjective interpretation.

Instead we choose to generate hypothesis from theory, which we subsequently either 

confirm or refute through the acquisition of sufficient amounts of significant empirical 

observations or data, accessible to all researchers, should they choose to examine 

it(Egholm 2014 p.84-85). In regards to the problem area of this paper, is the JSF F-35 

program affected, positively or negatively, by any the dynamics provided by our theoretical 

framework.

Choosing a positivist approach for this paper also means we therefore reject other 

approaches in favor of this, justification for which is given in the following paragraphs. The 

choice of positivism was mainly informed for the strive for a universality of the results 

generated from the research, and due to a belief in the relevancy of the theories chosen to 

guide the research of this paper. Other approaches were therefore rejected if they did not 

support a generalizable ability in regards to ontology and epistemology, but instead would 

raise questions in regards to how we are to make sense of the world and our ability to 

independently understand it i.e. ontologically and epistemologically different. 

One such approach is that of Constructivism. Constructivism is ontologically different from 

positivism as it sees that “of being”, or our reality, as constructed in the sense that human 

interaction, or the observer/researcher, create or instills an subjective significance to 

phenomena and its dynamics that make it real, or observable, to the individual observer. 

Meaning that an objective reality, or universal truth does not exist, beyond what we 
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currently and temporarily regard as “real”. The approach usually follows an analytical 

approach focused on how these “realities” are constructed, arguing that in particular 

discourse and the individual or collective actions spawned from it, shape the 

understandings of the world we live in and the ways in which it can be researched(Egholm 

2014 p.141). Furthermore the approach often takes a critical stance, arguing that these 

actions and discourse are often steeped in interests and goals of individuals and groups, 

which if acknowledged by us as researcher we then aid in reinforcing if we regard them as 

truth. Constructivism is therefore also often regarded as a critical approach to research, in 

which theory is either built or subject to ontological or epistemological critique instead of 

simple falsification or verification of existing theory(Egholm 2014 p.155).

This paper chose not to pursue such approaches as they are generally not compatible with 

a goal of universality and generalizability in ones research. As previously mentioned the 

goal of this paper is not to only add to the discussion on the specifics of the F-35 JSF 

program, but beyond this, the investigation of this particular program is also to establish a 

foundation potentially useable for future research on other programs of a similar nature, 

both future and present, through empirical inquiry built on a deductive approach usually 

not compatible with approaches more subjective nature, making the approach therefore 

generalizable. Furthermore this paper is not interested in raising question about the nature 

of the phenomenon on a foundational level or investigate how it is socially constructed or 

reinforced, but instead this paper is simply interested in adding to the discussion on the 

empirically provable dynamics of it i.e how does the program perform, and why is this?. 

Therefore making its results value free and objective in nature. 

There is between our chosen philosophy of science, positivism and other approaches such 

as constructivism a clash as to how to regard “truth”, such as data or observations which 

this paper felt were not suitable for the goal of this paper, which is an objective 
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understanding of the topic, not designed to disregard the relevancy of theory or critically 

comment on the existence of the phenomenon as a whole.

This paper therefore also chose to not use approaches that exist on this spectrum 

between subjective and objective reality and truth, such as the approach of critical realism 

which can be said to draw from both. In such an approach, epistemology and ontology 

exists on a plain, in which the “real” the ontology, exists independently and universally 

although unobservable, but from which observable social phenomena is spawned without 

universality of law in its social manifestation, which can then be generalizable understood 

through research(Egholm 2014 p.123-125). In this approach, there therefore exists no 

universality or generalizable law in the social world, but only subjective responses to 

unobservable structures, in a vein similar to that argued by Constructivism.

This paper found such approaches not suitable, as some of the chosen  theory, such as IR 

Realism, can be said to exist on the plain which Critical Realism would regard as 

unobservable, which means that Critical Realism would disregard the possibility of 

universality of law in the international system as it is argued by the theory of Realism. 

Furthermore, because this paper does not intend to build on theory through inductive 

reasoning, but instead use a deductive approach theory testing approach. Critical Realism 

was found unsuitable when used in combination with the use of a structural theory such as 

Realist IR theory in combination with deduction and theory testing. Universality, generality 

and repeatability in regards to a theory guided deductive approach through verification, or 

falsification of theory were therefore found by this paper to be unsuitable in combination 

with approaches such as Contructivism or Critical Realism. In conclusion Positivism was 

therefore chosen to best fulfill the requirements set fourth by the use of the particular 

theoretical and methodological framework of this paper and was found to best fulfill the 

goal of objectivity and generalizability of results in a deductively theory-testing research 

design, such as the one employed by this paper. 
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4. Methodology 

To investigate the nature of international defense procurement and state behavior in 

regards to the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter Program(JSF), and the subsequent effect on the 

program as a whole. This paper will employ a deductive literature-based research 

approach using qualitative content analysis in a illustrative most similar cross-sectional 

comparative case study design. The deductive nature of the methodology entails the use 

of the theoretical framework to guide the research by establishing assumptions and 

hypotheses about international relations, global value chains, industrial policy and complex 

collaboration in the defense industry, and subsequently analyze how trends in this 

particular industry and state traits and strategies  might produce particular outcomes in 

terms of state considerations and strategy in responses to these. The theoretical 

framework of this paper provides a number of these assumptions, and therefore also 

establishes a foundation for the scope of the study to be conducted. Through these 

theoretical assumptions, the deductive approach allows for the identification of relevant 

dependent and independent variables identified by the theoretical framework, thereby 

creating the scope and the variables relevant for the study. It further aids in the 

identification of relevant sources in regards to the subject being studied, as sources must 

to a certain extent touch on, or provide empirical data relevant for the assumptions and 

hypothesis established by the theoretical framework. This generated data will 

subsequently provide a foundation for either the confirmation or refutation of the theoretical 

framework in regards to the particular case being studied(Biber & Leavy 2011 p.5).

In regards to this particular study, the deductive approach will move down the ladder of 

generality(Bennett & George 2005 p.74). Meaning that following our established  
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theoretical framework, the study will move from the more grand general theoretical 

observations in regards to how the defense industry and arms procurement historically has 

been organized and what trends are emerging from it as of recently that might affect a 

program such as the JSF F-35 program. From this we will identify historical and emerging 

traits, risk and opportunities for states that has to be considered when engaging in 

research on a topic that exists within this environment. For this particular study we do this  

in regards to the specific traits and trends in current Aerospace defense industry and 

general arms procurement. From this, we move to the more middle ranged theoretical 

observations to aspects such as Industrial policy, Local Content Requirements and 

Complex Collaboration to investigate how these exists and operate within the previously 

analyzed environment. By doing this we aim to draw on these theoretical structural notions 

of this particular industry environment, to investigate state considerations and strategy 

outcomes in regards to the political and economic structures making up potentially 

affecting the  design and performance of the particular aircraft development and 

procurement programs of the JSF F-35.

Following this, the paper will make use of comparative cross-sectional case study of three 

particular participants to the F-35 JSF program. 

The use of the illustrative comparative cross-sectional case study method will guide the 

design of the paper. According to Gerring(2004), a case study entails the close study of a 

single or limited class of units with a particular research question in mind, from which’s 

perspective all cases will be examined and from which empirical observations can be 

drawn to understand a larger more generalized set of social or natural phenomena(Gerring 

2004 p.342). In this case a group of sub-units were chosen for study, being three 

European NATO members, The United Kingdom, The Netherlands and Denmark, all of 

which are European longterm participants to the F-35 JSF program, but with different 
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partner levels within the program  itself, ranging from the United Kingdom(Level 1 partner), 

The Netherlands(Level 2 partner) and Denmark(Level 3 partner) all of which also have 

differing domestic attributes and position within the international system.

The comparative and cross sectional nature of the case study describes the approach in 

which the unit(s) of analysis, present in the phenomena, or subject under examination, are 

examined over time to understand behavior or traits present in the units under analysis to 

understand changes in these and outcomes over time. The most-similar element of the 

case study design guided the case/unit selection of the study. This was done to ensure as 

Bennett(2005) describes; a similar set subunits, readily available for analysis, and on 

which a consistent research question and treatment can be applied(Bennett 2005 p.

69-70). In this case  this was deemed to be states with  similar observable independent 

variables, i.e those identified by the theoretical framework, such as being being units of 

Nation States that are close US allies and NATO-members, with developed economies 

and significant industrial capacity/capability, while all also being participants to the JSF 

program. From this it will be examined how these traits influence the dependent variable of 

differing state considerations and strategy outcomes in responses to the overall risks and 

opportunities present within a collaborative project in this sector, such as the JSF program, 

and how these has affected and might come to affect the strategies and outcomes of 

participation in this program. This paper found this approach preferable due to the fact that 

the JSF F-35 is an ongoing military program, which leaves it subject to a lot of obfuscation 

due to state interest in keeping it secret to an extent. There therefore exists little literature 

on the exact nature of the program. To counter balance, this paper found it useful to 

investigate general conceptions and observations about the industry as a mean to 

investigate how the F-35 JSF fits in within these general observations, and if the program 

responded effectively to these.
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4.1 Data

In the view of this paper, the aforementioned approach should therefore align with the 

qualitative content analysis approach chosen by the study as a mean to identify and use 

data for the analyzes of traits and outcomes in regards to the particular topic of this paper.

According to Biber & Leavy(2011), We as researchers can acquire knowledge about the 

social phenomena in the world we live by examining the material produced by it, as it 

exists independently of the reader/researcher, making it therefore un-obstructive in nature.

(Biber & Leavy 2011 p.227-228), with data therefore, even if produced by others, 

secondary or primary, possessing a particular value for the creation of knowledge in 

research.

Using this methodological approach in regards to data, complements this paper’s positivist 

approach to philosophy of science as well. By stating that science is empirical and value-

free, in which observation therefore allows for the identification of universal variables and 

outcomes, with these having an innate value, even if present in already existing sources 

that describe the phenomena under study. This therefore makes the knowledge generated 

from these therefore universal and observable should one chose to undertake a similar 

kind of study, while also preventing the implication of the researcher in conduct that might 

skew the variables and outcomes that are being studied.

The data, and subsequent observations are in this study, applied through the use of 

secondary sources, such as articles and academic studies already conducted on the topic, 

but also through the use primary sources such as policy documents, news articles and 

business documents produced by the units under analysis in the case study(The JSF 

program and its’ individual state participants). This means that the concrete analysis of the 

JSF program for this paper will use sources both secondary and primary that extent back 

to the initiation of the program in the 90s up until the time of writing i.e. year 2020, as it is 

an ongoing and still developing one. These sources will be complemented with sources  
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that will help provide a historical background and structural understanding of this particular 

industry, as these essential for the analysis of the program and the participants chosen for 

study as an approach to gain an historic and structural understanding of what factors  

might inform a program, such as the F-35 JSF program, while also creating a structural 

foundation for the discussion of the future state of this particular program and comparable 

future programs.

5. Literature Review

The literature review of this paper, will like the methodology also follow the ladder of 

generality, first detailing academic sources that deals with, or investigates concepts 

detailed by the theoretical framework in regards to general and current conceptions of 

arms procurement/development, international relations and defense economics and the 

current nature of the industry and general environments related to these concepts today in 

the West. Following this, a more focused review will be undertaken of scholarly/research 

sources that specifically deals with the JSF program in order to trace some of the work and 

perspectives currently part of the discussion around this program. Literature for both is 

included as the research question is aimed at investigating the economics and politics 

which informs and affect the structure and performance of the F-35 JSF program.

5.1 Nature of the Industry and Comparative Programs Literature

The auditing firm; Price Waterhouse(PWC) produced in 2005 a paper aimed at policy 

makers and businesses, detailing the current nature of the the aerospace defense industry 

in terms of trends and risks and potential avenues of future development. In this paper 

PWC outlined how the industry has seen significant consolidation through acquisitions and 
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mergers following the end of the Cold War due to a number of factors such as defense 

budget cuts and the increased costs of developed systems and its’ related R&D. This 

coupled with increased privatization has seen an industry that has historically been very 

fractured along many national firms consolidate into a few big players, such as Lockheed 

Martin and Boing in the US, which has either acquired or merged with many of its former 

competitors as a way to secure competitive advantage in research and government 

contracts. In the EU a similar trend has emerged with consortiums, such Airbus Group, 

which has served as a way to converge many domestic European firms into collaborative 

projects such as the military Eurofighter Typhoon Program and Airbus commercial 

aerospace program. In particular the latter has seen a significant amount of success in 

capturing market share in a previously US dominated market. 

This particular point is also stressed by another paper called; Strategic Alliances in the 

Aerospace Industry: A Case of Europe Emerging or Converging(1997) by David Smith. In 

particular the European Airbus collaboration is regarded as a success of collaboration in 

this industry by David Smith, Smith arguing that this collaborative strategy has enabled 

Europe to develop a state of the art, sizable and competitive commercial airline industry, 

despite historically strong US dominance and continued competition. This industry 

structure has according to David Smith served as a counter weight to rising costs of 

development, off-setting it by pooling of resources and knowledge, while simultaneously 

also serving as an avenue for technology sharing and industry development across a 

number of European countries (David Smith 1997 p.177). This according to the paper has 

aided in off-setting some of these emerging trends and highlighting how collaboration in 

capital and technology intensive industries can create competitive advantages. Returning 

to the PWC paper, this paper further adds to the discussion that the current defense 

aerospace industry is at a crossroads where two strategic options exists, arguing that the 

industry can either fall back on the old trend of extreme domestic consolidation, in which 
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development and procurement programs are under singular domestic control, such as was 

during and before the Cold War, through states’ “domestic industrial bases”, which ensured 

security of supply chains and easier management of IP rights and protection of essential 

state secrets, both of which are paramount in developing competitive military assets, but 

also effective military doctrines for their deployment. The second option is a continuation of 

the trend of international collaboration through global value chains as a way to achieve 

economics of scope and scale in both knowledge sharing, creation and economic 

efficiency through pooling of resources and risk sharing, such as was achieved by the 

Airbus and Eurofighter program and by the post Cold War mergers and acquisitions in the 

US market. This was also the stated goal of the current Lockheed Martin JSF program.

However PWC argues that this option is currently significantly affected by issues of goal 

congruence between states and industries, as the nature of defense is one where states 

often aim to maintain domestic control of security sensitive assets and continued 

maintenance and relevance of their domestic defense industrial bases. This PWC argues, 

hampers truly effective collaboration in this industry and could serve as barriers for truly 

efficient economies of scope and scale in future and current international development and 

procurement programs such as the JSF program.(PWC 2005 p.28) 

Another paper that deals with international defense industrial cooperation, is a paper 

called “Defense Industrial Policy in a Military Alliance”(2006) by Keith Hartley. This 

research paper deals with some of the opportunities and risk present when engaging in  

defense cooperation in military alliances. It reaffirms some of the traits and issues, also 

identified in the PWC paper and the David Smith paper, arguing that there are benefits of 

mutual gains in collaborative industry relationships, such as, risk sharing, pooling of 

resources, technology transfers and economic benefits and potential improvement of 

political relations between participating states. It However also like the PWC paper argues 
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that there are issues of goal congruence, such as security and industrial divergent 

interests between partners which might off-set these opportunities and even damage 

relations between participating states. This Hartley argues can make international 

cooperation even less efficient than purely domestic initiatives, as the divergence of 

interests can put extra costs on tax payers because of less efficient management of 

projects(Hartley 2006 p.474), and potentially even damage the capability of individual 

armed forces and related industry, due to the inefficient transfers of technology and 

knowledge, necessary for achieving truly efficient economics of scale necessary for not 

only the continued maintenance of participating partner’s industry but also for the procured 

military assets themselves. This Hartley argues remains a concern for states participating 

in such international military industrial arrangements to this day(Hartley 2006 p.487).

Many of these aspects are also present in the paper called “Defense innovation, 

Technology transfers and Public Policy”(2007) by Bellais and Guichard, which argues that 

for such relationships as those argued by Hartley to be effective, there needs to be better 

manage of so called “fences”, that often inhibit efficient cooperation. According to Ballais 

and Guichard, a particular such negative factor can be bad IP rights management by 

states and industries. As such practices can create security, economic and political 

tensions between countries that might hamper the willingness of countries to participate in 

future programs, due to security concerns, which ultimately come to effectively weaken 

economic efficiency of arms procurement and development programs such as, or similar to 

the F-35 JSF program.

Another more recent paper detailing some of the specifics of such relationships, is a paper 

by the ARES(Armament Industry European Research) Group, called “Defense Industrial 

Links Between the EU and US”(2017). This policy paper examines the current nature of 

EU military industrial collaboration with the US. It examines a number of European states 

defense industrial policies and how they individually and collaboratively through the EU, 
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handle these in regards to cooperation with the US in the defense industrial sector. It 

outlines how states have chosen widely different strategies in response to what the paper 

calls a misalignment with the US in regards to how cooperation is to work to benefit both 

EU and US state and business participants(ARES 2017 p.2). Further like some of the 

former presented papers, it argues that there are serious dangers of misalignment, if 

inequalities in technology, industrial sharing and value are not acknowledged by the US. 

According to the paper, there must be better reciprocity on the part of the US in regards to 

EU concerns of autonomy in security and industrial base maintenance if the US is to keep 

the EU interested in engaging in industrial links with the US in the defense sector. It finally 

argues that the EU could revert back to more cooperation within the EU, as these 

arrangements have historically been better aligned with participating EU state interests 

than the ones currently offered by the US.(ARES 2017 p.44)

Supplementing the points argued in the ARES paper, are three papers, two are 

CSIS(Center for Strategic International studies) policy papers, one called US 

competitiveness in the fighter aircraft export market”(CSIS)(2009) and the other 

Leveraging Global Value Chains for a Federated Approach to Defense(CSIS)(2014). 

These two papers argues that the US are in danger of losing market share in the  Europe 

defense aerospace market, if structural issues, such as technology sharing, in its’ 

international defense collaboration policy are not addressed. It outlines how US 

inefficiency in collaboration and the leveraging of global value chains in the global defense 

industry has led partners potentially  choosing to collaborate through non-American-centric 

programs instead of choosing US initiatives. In particular the first CSIS paper argues that 

many EU partners have come to think that European centric collaboration might address 

EU interests in a more mutually beneficial manner than current American-led ones.(CSIS 

2009 p.2) (CSIS 2014)
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The final paper chosen as part of this segment of the literature review to investigate the 

current nature of the EU-US industrial defense environment, is a paper by Markus Heinrich 

called “Eurofighter Typhoon program: Economic and Industrial Implications of 

Collaborative Defense Manufacturing(2015)”. This paper investigates the success of the 

European fighter Eurofighter Typhoon program in Europe. This paper argues that while this 

program had its initial hurdles of managing a wide variety of state and business interests 

between partners, it managed to produce a state of the art fighter aircraft with tangible 

economic  and technological benefits for participants. It managed this while also 

addressing the former presented security, policy and economic concerns, many of which 

are also present for partners to the current F-35 JSF program. This paper highlights and 

describes a program of comparative nature with some of the potential competitive threats 

that US initiatives might face in the future in the Europe’s aerospace defense market.

5.2 F-35 Specific Littérature 

Jude G Olsen in the article “Complex Collaboration and the Joint Strike Fighter Program”,  

from 2004, provides a substantial literature review on the concept of “Complex 

collaboration” and argues for the use of the concept in regards to the JSF program. While 

not going into  great detail in the of application of the concept on this particular program, 

Olsen argues that specifically the F-35 program presents a “living laboratory” for research 

on the concept.(Olsen 2004 p.30).

The article “Capturing Fortress Europe: International Cooperation and the Joint Strike 

Fighter” from 2004 by Ethan Kapstein goes into greater detail in regards to the concept of 

collaboration and the F-35 JSF program. Kapstein argues that the design of the JSF 

program was based on a US strategy aimed at capturing new market shares in a heavily 

consolidated European defense aerospace market, despite the US facing significant cuts 
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to defense spending following the end of the Cold War. Kapstein however argues that the 

program is performing worse than expected, because the US and its’ partners have failed 

to comprehensively agree on the division of labour and related tech sharing agreements, 

which was a key initial selling point of the initiative for interested parties. This according to 

Kapstein has led many states to reconsider participation, which in turn has led to economic 

inefficiency as partners have been wary of fully committing and even considering leaving it 

entirely. This Kapstein argues undermines the collaboration needed for the program to 

become fully economically efficient(Kapstein 2004 p.152).

Details of the program and its history can be found in the 2018 book; “ Global Defense 

Procurement and the Joint Strike Fighter program” by Bert Chapman, which is currently 

perhaps the most comprehensive work done on the F35 JSF program. It goes into great 

detail, highlighting the programs origins, development, and the individual historical 

relationships of all partner countries currently engaged in the program. It argues that the 

program has been managed very poorly both from the governmental and business side, 

leading to severe cost overruns and delays that plague the program to this day. It argues 

that especially the US needs to be more agile in how it manages such program, as the US 

from a capabilities and security perspective can not afford to fall behind in capabilities such 

as combat aircraft due to current tensions in the world, such as a rising China and a 

resurgent Russia that too are expanded rapidly in capabilities such as new combat 

aircraft(Chapman 2018 p.345-357).

This book deals especially with the nature of the relationship between partner countries in 

the F-35 JSF program investigating it from a realist perspective with a focus on military 

capabilities and the impact the program has had on these. 

Other literature has also worked from this realist theoretical perspective.

Firstly is an article from 2013 by Jens Ringmose, called “Fighters and Alliances”. This 

paper investigates Denmark’s and Norway’s participation in the program and argues that 
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small powers like these two are more willing to engage in uneven relationships or 

collaboration, such as a weapon programs like the JSF, where there are clear leading, or 

dominating powers. Ringmose argues that these smaller states see such relationships as 

an opportunity to ensure security by ‘free-riding” as a way to deepening alliances with 

greater powers despite the threat of dependency.(Ringmose 2013 p.107-110)

Following this realist perspective and cooperating it, is the article “The International Politics 

of the F-35) by Srdjan Vucetic and Kim Nossal from 2013. This paper argues that the 

failure of the US to properly manage and ensure reciprocity in terms of value sharing by 

way of industrial partnerships with participating partners, has hurt the program, shooting 

up costs and lowering efficiency. This according to Vucetic and Nossal has hurt partners 

commitment to it, as the nature of the program itself is seen as a security threat due to 

issues of sovereignty in regards to security and industry, which has in turn led some states  

to now reconsider participation(Vucetic & Nossal 2013 p.11-12).

Finally, the article “The UK and the Joint Strike Fighter” from 2013 by Peter Antill and Pete 

Ito, follows the general argument of the Vucetic and Nossal paper, by examining UK 

participation in the program. Here it is argued that the UK entered the program with four 

distinct goals in mind. It presents how some of these goals have been met, such as a the 

acquisition of a state of the art fighter aircraft for the 21st century, while also deepening 

alliance ties with the US and ensuring sharing of costs and risks in an increasingly cost 

intensive industry. According to the authors, some concerns however remain, such as 

unfulfilled promises of proper UK industrial participation and technology sharing, which has 

left the UK to become somewhat ambivalent of the nature of the program due to how it 

might affect UK domestic industry, sovereignty and security(Antill & Ito 2013 p.28).
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5.3 Literature review summary and research gab 

As this literature review shows, there has been done significant research on both the 

specifics of the F-35 JSF program, and on the nature of the aerospace defense industry as 

a whole. This paper chose to provide review literature for both, as it can arguably be said 

that one needs to understand the direction in which the industry and market environment is 

moving, in order to also fully understand why the JSF program is structured as it is, and 

how this structure responds to the risks and opportunities inherent in the current 

aerospace defense industry and market environment.

The main argument that is consistently present in much of the literature describing the 

current and future nature of the aerospace industry, is that it is an industry that is 

experiencing increasing costs of products and systems. Simply put, military production, 

such as military fighter aircraft designs are becoming increasingly knowledge and tech 

intensive, making research and development and procurement, extremely cost intensive in 

comparison with earlier comparative initiatives. Exacerbating this trend, is the general 

reduction of defense budgets around the world, which means that there are less capital 

available for contracts, while the products have gone up in price, which effectively means 

that there are now increased cost pressure on both ends of the value chain. In response, 

much of the industry, and their related host nations have undertaken a business/industrial 

policy strategy of mergers of acquisitions, or engagement in industry consortiums in 

response to this with a goal of a goal of pooling resources, such as knowledge and tech, 

while also sharing the risk associated with undertaken programs as cost intensive as 

military aircraft development and procurement. 

The literature that deals with the specifics F-35 JSF program seems generally to be in 

agreement on a number of factors affecting the program. Most analysts agree that the 

economic performance of the program has been disappointing, having experienced severe 
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costs overruns and delays. Analysts puts these down to combination of technological 

difficulties with new systems and general economic inefficiency of the program. This 

stands in stark contrast to theories of complex collaboration and existing analysis on the 

current and future nature of the aerospace defense industry, which both state that 

collaboration can offset increasing costs, by pooling resources and sharing risk, thereby 

enabling more efficient and economically viable development and procurement schemes 

for participating partners. 

Drawing from both bodies of literature i.e both industry and F-35 specific, the JSF program 

appears as a program that was conceived as an international and collaborative effort in 

aircraft development and procurement, but appears as a case in which collaboration as a 

strategy in aircraft development and procurement has not led to outcomes similar to the 

potential positive outcomes described by both theoretical perspectives on global 

collaboration and global value chains, and general aerospace industry analysis in regards 

to the use of these strategies in this sector. In regards to this, the literature review of this 

paper found that the industry and market analysis on collaborative strategies in this sector, 

particularly identified issues of ‘goal-congruence’, organizational rigidity and mistrust 

between participants as a majors factor in the successful implementation of such 

strategies. This appears to also be in line with literature that have dealt with analysis of 

issues that have plagued the F-35 program, of which many can be said to be issues 

identifiable as mistrust, or goal-misalignment, which many of the sources also identify as  

sources of conflict within the program, with some identifying particular issues such as 

agreements on technology sharing, division of labour, security and sovereignty concerns 

as the foundation of many of these issues. 

Drawing from these perspectives It is the view of this paper that these observations 

therefore create a basis for research on participants traits and roles, what informs these,  
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and how these come to result in negative outcomes such as those observed in the 

performance of the F-35 JSF program.

In practice this paper will achieve this by examining from where the potential of positives 

outcomes by the use of collaboration and global value chains arise from, and what kind of 

concerns and potential risk might be inherent to the use of these strategies in international 

defense procurement. It will investigate what informs them and what are the nature of 

them. Specifically It will analyze if these are due to particular local content requirements, 

industry trends or particular security strategies, all of which can be sources of goal-

misalignment according to literature dealing with collaboration in this particular sector and 

market. Adding to this, this paper will also explore how the participants deal with these, 

and how strategies, risks and opportunities come to affect the nature and ultimately the 

performance of such programs. To examine this, this paper will argue for a examination of 

the participants in the case of the F-35 JSF program. It will examine their positioning within 

it and the strategies individually pursuit by them and how these were informed through a 

case study of a hand-picked number of European participants to the F-35 JSF program. 

The paper will therefore built on the argument of Jude G. Olsen’s, which states that in 

particular the F-35 program presents a so-called “living laboratory” in regards to examining 

the concept of “complex collaboration” in arms procurement and development, and that 

examination of this particular program can unearth perspectives that can add to the 

discussion as to under what conditions such programs might fail or achieve success.  To 

this effect, this paper main contribution will therefore be to provide a theoretical 

explanations through the examination of the concepts of Realism Global Collaboration, 

industrial policy and Local Content Requirements in contemporary defense procurement 

using the JSF F-35 as a case of this, in order to highlight how individual participants 

strategies are informed by state perceptions of the current defense market environment, 

and how such strategies is on display in the case of the F-35 JSF program. This will be 
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achieved through the examination of general conceptions of procurement policies, such 

relevant industry and economic trends and approaches to industrial policy and local 

content requirements, in combination with the structure they participate in i.e. the global 

value chains and environment of international politics of defense procurement, and relate 

these to the current JSF F-35 program.

In conclusion to this point, it is the argument of this paper that this approach can facilitate a 

comprehensive understanding of current trends and dynamics in industrial defense 

collaboration, how these function and are informed. And how observable state strategies 

arises from these in the particular case of state participation in the JSF F-35 program.

6. Analysis

As also stated in the methodology section of this paper, the analytical section of this paper 

will follow the ladder of generality, with a particular focus on procurement trends and 

challenges in West, as the JSF F-35 is an inherently western program, and therefore 

arguably subject to the these particular trends in this part of the world.

With this regional focus in mind, this section will move from an analysis of general traits   

and trends in the military aerospace procurement industry and markets, to identify how 

states historically and structurally perceive, and have perceived and strategized in this  

particular sector from a theoretical perspective. It will employ the chosen theoretical 

framework to argue that security, in particular security as understood by the theory of 

realism, has dominated and continue to dominate state behavior in this environment by a 

sort of security informed LCRs, and argue that this structural sovereign understanding of 

the importance of this particular sector, has created particular state notions as to how 

value chains associated with industries operating in these markets are to be governed.
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From this, the analysis will move on to present new emerging trends and developments in 

these markets and industries and argue how these now challenge classic notions of how 

such value chains, such as the JSF F-35 program are to be theoretically efficiently 

managed in this new environment. In this regard this paper will argue in particular, that the 

concepts of complex collaboration and use of global value chains have become an 

increasing attractive option for actors in this new environment, due to how recent trends of 

increasing procurement inefficiency have made new projects increasingly difficult to 

conduct individually by states. However it will also argue, that despite this, there still exists 

reservations for state actors in regards to how individual state security concerns and 

objectives are to be balanced with effective cooperation in this environment, due to the 

previously presented structural perceptions of military industry and related procurement as 

a state-centric security asset.

Having established these general and emerging traits and trends in defense aerospace 

procurement, the analysis will in conclusion move on to present how the JSF F-35 

program empirically fits in with these general theoretical conceptions about the current 

defense procurement sector and industry. Here it will be analyzed how the program was 

managed in regards to the previously argued and presented traits and trends, and analyze 

if these possible negatively affected the performance of the program. In this section the 

inner working of the program will be presented together with a case study of three 

countries partner to it. Here it will be argued that the US government’s management of the 

program failed to respond effectively to the previously argued trends in the industry. And 

that US reservations, such as US’ security objectives, particular industrial policy and local 

content requirements all came to negatively affect the potential for effective cooperation, 

as the terms and subsequent performance of the program left partner states disaffected, 

leading to states balance against the program which effectively damaged the collaborative 

performance of it.
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6.1 Structural Perceptions of Military Procurement and Industry 

In order to fully understand the “state-to-state” dynamics at play in a program such as the 

JSF F-35 program. This paper will argue that one must understand from where these 

dynamics originate. This following section will provide an argument for the use of realism 

as a theory for the general understanding of how states structurally perceive military 

procurement and the industries related to it, and how these dynamics might challenge 

notions of cooperation in these industries and markets.

As according to Realist theory, and as presented in the theoretical framework of this paper, 

the international system is one arguably steeped in self-interest, competition and suspicion 

between its’ actors, the states(Burchill et al 2013 p.33). In this system, states are only 

differentiated by their capability and their ability to leverage this capability against potential 

adversaries in the pursuit of security or gain(Burchill et al 2013 p.37)(Mouritzen 1997 p.

74). Military capability and its’ related industry and value chains, can in this regard be said 

to be a cornerstone of states’ capability to ensure their security or their ability to project 

power in the world of International relations. In this environment of relative gains and 

capabilities, states capability to attain the most effective technology in the most efficient 

manner can mean the difference between being a great power capable of asserting its’ 

sovereign influence, and  that of a lesser power subject to that influence, wether malign or 

not(Abbott & Stuart 1996 p.1).

Historically this connection between state power and military and industrial capacity has 

certainly been the case, when looking at how the industries and value chains associated 

with the procurement of military assets have been organized. In times of international 

tension between states, states have historically been willing to allocate significant 

resources to their domestic defense industry and assets related to sovereign defense 

capability. Furthermore it can be argued that even in times of relative peace and stability, 

this remains the case. A such case is the idea of the so called “Warm Defense Industrial 
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Base” as a capability in security policy, such as it is argued by Abbott & Stuart(1996) and 

Boezer, Gutmanis, & Mucherman II(1997). This concept describes industrial policy and 

procurement strategies, in which domestic defense industry and military supply chains are 

continuously maintained through consistent and continuous procurement of new military 

assets and related technology, as a way to sustain industrial, technological, and 

knowledge capacity/supply in the production of military assets, so as the host state can 

maintain the capability and readiness of these for the prospect of potential conflict.(Boezer, 

et al 1997 p.26). The best historical case of this, is perhaps the Cold War(1947-1991). This 

conflict, despite never developing into a direct military confrontation, saw the USSR and 

the US and NATO allies engaged in an arms race, in which procurement and development 

of military capabilities technology was a key aspect of the strategic competition between 

these two poles of power. This period saw both poles of power continually investing in 

military assets and readiness for the prospect of actual “hot” war, despite it never 

manifesting(Abbott & Stuart 1996 p.1-2).

Even when analyzing the post Cold War environment, it is clear that this idea of the “Warm 

Industrial base” as an important state capability to be pursued, is a strategy that has and is 

still actively being given a significant value. Currently it exists as an explicit strategy  

conducted by both the United States and the EU to this day, however of course to a lesser 

extent than during the heights of the Cold War.

In the United States, the warm industrial base exists as a concrete doctrine to this day. It  

emerged under President Dwight Eisenhower, and has come to be known today in legal/

policy terms, as the “National Technology and Industrial Base”(NTIB)(Congressional 

Research Service(CRS) 2020), or more commonly in layman terms, as the “Iron Triangle” 

or “Military-Industrial Complex”. With both terms describing this strategic collaborative 

relationship between government, military and industry(PWC 2005 p.2-3)(Center for 

Strategic and Budgetary Assessment(CSBA) 2008 p.1-2). The NTIB Council, which 
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governs the NTIB, officially has the stated goal of “maintaining industry, technology and 

research, that provide support in matters of national security and which helps secure the 

technological superiority of US armed forces”(CRS 2020). 

Also in the EU today a similar doctrine exists. This is formulated under the European 

Defense Action Plan(EDAP). Under this plan it is stated; that states within, and together 

with the EU as a collective; “should strive for the development of a sovereign defense 

industrial capability, to decrease reliance on foreign partners even in times of relative 

peace”(EDAP 2016 p.1-2). From a realist standpoint, both of these frameworks arguably 

represents a sort of security informed  LCRs, as they both are centered around the idea of 

preferred local industry and practices of procurement in the pursuit of sovereign state 

security capability.

This idea of the (warm) defense industrial base, therefore means that despite the threat of 

conflict being at a minimum, states still value and allocate significant resources to the 

maintenance and continued development of capabilities and its’ related industries to a 

significant extent through security informed types of LCRs, if capabilities permit it. 

This is a fact even if sovereign states does not possess the capability of military 

production. In these cases, the secure import of such capabilities must be secured through 

the establishment of alliances that allows for this, such as is perhaps the case with the EU: 

EDAP agreement, which is a multilateral commitment to shared development of defense 

capabilities among EU member states, all of which have varying degrees of capacity to 

produce own defense equipment.

In the view of this paper, it can therefore be argued by following realist structural 

assumptions, that this way of prioritizing by states, therefore also would present an 

inherent challenge to cooperation, though the use of global value chains between powers 

wishing to maintain existing sovereign capability in this area. To assert this theoretical 

standpoint, one might recall the idea of relative gains and empowerment from realist 
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theory. In this framework, the sharing of value chains and related valued security assets 

with other actors, would mean the effective compromise on ones’ own sovereign capability 

to ensure own security by increasing reliance on others. This is arguable in realist’ terms, a 

direct loss of power to a potential competitor and therefore a loss of power/security, even if 

they at that moment in time is considered an ally. Here especially the cases of the EU’ 

EDAP and US NTIB plans are highly relevant, due to how these frameworks exists as both 

European centric and US centric kind of LCRs, despite the close alliance with between the 

two. The constraints this can put on cooperation is supported by existing literature, that 

focus on these two policy frameworks, and which in concert argue that these two opposing 

realities often cause conflict to cooperation in this sector between these two particular 

allied poles of power. It is argued that between these, security interest in maintaining 

sovereign domestically concentrated “warm industrial bases”, simply often overwrite any 

perceived potential benefits to be found in cooperation and leveraging of global value 

chains in the defense sector.(Adams 2002 p.1-5)(ARES  2017 P.44-45)(CSIS 2014 p.

22-25)(Kapstein 2004 p.152-153)

It is the argument of this paper, that it can therefore comprehensively be argued, that the 

idea of the “warm industrial base” as still being considered a vital security assets for state 

actors, such as presented with the cases of the EU and USA should affect a program such 

as the JSF F-35. Furthermore, this very much seems to support realist notions of the 

anarchic state of nature in international politics, where states’ perceive times of relative 

stability and even state-to-state cooperation in industries such as the defense industry,  

merely presents a more oblique form of competition between states, than the more 

obvious direct competition by the use of physical force in times of war. This is because of 

the dynamics of relative gains, which dictates that even idleness, or cooperation with other 

states in procurement in peacetime could, as realist theory argues, result in the relative 

empowerment of potential competitors at the expense of oneself(Burchill et al 2013 p.38). 
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It can be therefore be argued that historically and even currently, military procurement and 

the industrial policy related to it, remains a significant part of security politics and strategy, 

and it must therefore be taken into consideration when engaging in the analysis of how 

military procurement value chains and industrial policy can be managed and to what 

constraints they are subject to when discussing how they might be optimized through for 

an example cooperation by the use of global value chains or regulated through industrial 

policy as certain security dynamics are inherent to this particular industry.

It is the argument of this paper, that this therefore must pose similar challenges to the 

efficient working of the JSF F-35 program, as this is a collaborative project between two 

poles of power, which both have interests in maintaining autonomous and sovereign 

capability and related “warm” industrial bases. And that the use of global value chains in 

this defense procurement program therefore should be significantly difficult to effectively 

implement, if concessions on both the US and partner countries are not given in regards to 

how they perceive the importance of sovereign capability in procurement and maintenance 

of the local defense industrial base, as the failure of this would mean a direct threat to 

sovereign state security, which is the most valued objective by states in the international 

system.

6.2 Emerging Trends, Implications, Challenges, and Opportunities 

To understand state considerations and strategies in regards to cooperation in defense 

procurement, and therefore also the JSF F-35. It is the view of this paper that one needs to 

understand current emerging trends in the defense industry and market as a whole, to 

understand the challenges and opportunities that might affect and inform state strategy, 

such as considerations in regards to cooperation, and industrial policy which would 
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inherently also affect how a contemporary program such as the F-35 JSF program, or 

similar programs can be successfully and efficiently conducted.

6.2.1 Emerging Trends 

As presented and argued in the previous section, defense procurement and the ability of 

states to supply its’ own security assets through a viable domestic industry is one of the 

capabilities that differentiate states in terms of power in the international system. 

Historically this has meant that defense industry value chains often have been extremely 

domestically locked and insulated by security informed LCRs within states that possessed 

the capacity, economical and technological, coupled with the willpower to maintain such 

capabilities(Abbott & Stuart 1996 p.1)(Boezer, et al 1997 p.26). With this fact being 

especially reinforced by state tendencies to view the world in which they exist, as one of 

realist dynamics, such as relative gains, where security and related capabilities, are most 

reliably and securely generated from ones own domestic sphere.  

However a number of trends have emerged since the 1980s which have increasingly come 

to challenge this notion, and even the feasibility of some states to efficiently manage this 

independently. Two trends in particular have converged to challenge perceptions of the 

feasibility of maintaining the sovereignty of new sustainable projects for states wishing to 

conduct military procurement from solely their independent domestic setting.

These are 1. the way in which defense budgets, i.e. the capital available for procurement, 

has developed since the end of the Cold War. And 2. is the way in which the nature of  the 

costs of procured systems has evolved. 

The first of these trend is one which has consistently been developing since the early 

1990s, and has been putting increased pressure on both sides of the value chains 

associated with procurement. On the one side of the value chain. i.e. the development and 

production side, the development of military equipment seems to be experiencing the 
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phenomenon of diminishing returns on investment, i.e. it is taking increasingly more capital 

to develop and produce new systems and technologies.

Reasons for this trend are multifaceted. Keith Hartley and a PWC paper on the issue of 

defense procurement in the 21st century argues, that innovation in defense technology, 

especially innovation in high-grade systems such as fighter jets, often consists of practices 

of attempted leap-frogging, in which products are designed to “reinvent the wheel”, over 

and over again, as this can be a way for states to ensure technological superiority relative 

to other state competitors(Hartley 2000 p.4)(PWC 2005 p.11-12)(Center for a New 

American Security(CNAS) p.7 2017). However this is becoming increasingly cost intensive 

due to how technology and the “geography” of related innovation and production has 

evolved. Hartley(2000) and others argues that the rise of advanced electronics and the 

need for military assets to be increasingly more productive is making systems increasingly 

more complex(Hartley 2000 p.4)(PWC 2005 p.11-12). This new complexity of development 

and procurement, as the production of these now tend to require increasing amounts of 

specialized labour, which often has to be subcontracted, from specialized firms, which 

often are not solely defense dedicated firms. This tends to lead to longer development and 

more capital intensive development and production timeframes, with less contracts on 

offer for businesses, as governments have to limit the scope of procurement and lengthen 

its timelines, due to increasing costs and declining budgets(Abbott & Stuart 1996 p.1-3),

(PWC 2005 p.26)(Boezer, et al 1997 p.26, p,31). This trend of fewer, but more expensive 

projects is specifically highlighted by a recent CNAS report from 2007, reporting on the 

state of the US military and its related industries. This report especially points out the 

presence of this trend in jet fighter production, in which limited production of aircraft has 

seen massive spike in the average cost of procurement, which creates a problem of 

maintaining scale in production. As an example, the US’ F-117 and F-22 aircraft were both 

very complex systems, produced in very few numbers, and serves especially as cases in 
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which the projects were halted, or limited, as scale of production was never achieved, with 

the individual platforms therefore having exponentially higher costs per system compared 

to earlier platforms of less complexity and more scaled production runs(see figure 1 in 

appendix)(CNAS 2007 p.7).

As mentioned earlier, this is not the only pressure that has recently been increasing on 

value chains associated with defense procurement. Also the general capital available for 

procurement and military R/D have generally been either stagnate or even shrinking 

globally, not only in terms of defense budgets as a percent of GDP, but also in many 

instances in nominal terms. This decline is especially true in the West among NATO 

members since the end of the Cold War (figure 2 appendix), mainly due to the 

disarmament following the collapse of the Soviet Union(Hartley 2000 p.1)(Abbott & Stuart 

1996 p.1). In effect, states generally in the west today therefore require fewer assets per 

year, due to having fewer funds to allocate yearly to new or existing development and 

procurement projects. An example of this, in 1985 the US allocated 225 billion dollars to  

procurement across all product groups(Abbott & Stuart 1996 p.2), whereas in 2020 only 

143.1 billion dollars have been planned for allocation across all procurement product 

groups(DefenseNews.Com 2019). 

6.2.2 Implications 

The previous described trends have had a number of related consequences for the 

industry environment and for the states participating in it as a whole. The increase in the 

general costs of development and procurement of systems, coupled, with the decline in 

available purchasing capital in defense budget for states possessing the capability of 

domestic military production, have made new projects increasingly heavy to undertake for 

both industry and the states wishing to initiate new project and/or procure products 

generated from such projects.  Many states today, now lack the critical mass, in terms of 
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capital to make new projects and production runs sustainable (PWC 2005 p.12). It can be 

argued that this trend inherently challenge structural assumptions about the state as its 

“best guarantor of own security”, as it is understood by realist theory(Burchill et al 2013 p.

37). As it If it challenges the feasibility of states to effectively source own security, with the 

current resources  and trends at hand.

Returning to why it is getting increasingly difficult for states to independently conduct 

efficient procurement, Hartley(2000) presents a compelling argument. He argues that this  

challenge for states is emerging due to how important economics of scale is in efficient 

defense procurement. Hartley presents evidence to this point from an analysis of US 

aircraft procurement, arguing that in this case, labour cost in this sector has historically 

declined an average of 20%, per doubling of the output, with production experience 

through learning and scaled and steady production runs, being the main driver of this 

dynamic(see figure 3 in appendix for this dynamic in the F-35)(Hartley 2000 p.4)(Arnold & 

Harmon 2013 p.1-3). Literature is generally in agreement with this point, arguing that scale 

in essential in allowing for steadier production runs, as it allows for a more steady use of 

labor for the significant reduction cost over time, which is required for continuous efficient 

procurement.

According to Hartley and Vucetic and Nossal, this fact of efficient production is however in  

many western economies challenged by these current emerging trends of increasing cost 

pressure on both sides of the value chains, due to the previously described trend of 

declines in defense budget and increases in costs of systems. This trend, coupled with 

how efficient production is usually achieved in this sector, can according to Vucetic and 

Nossal, come to converge into a severe market imperfection, which threatens the viable of 

sustainable procurement for states with limited resources. This Vucetic & Nossal(2012) 

argues manifests itself, through a sort of negative feedback loop, or “death spiral”, if not 

rectified(Vucetic & Nossal 2012 p10). In this feedback system, decreasing amounts of 
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available capital(defense procurement budget)+costlier systems, leads to longer and more 

inefficient production and procurement runs due to lack of scale in production. This in turn 

increases the costs of procurement for buyers, as the industry charges higher prices due 

to the necessity to make production sustainable and maintain critical mass. This for the 

state then results in decreases in the number of systems they can viable acquire within the 

set limits of their allocated defense budget. According to Vucetic and Nossal(2012): This 

spiral therefore essentially becomes self-reinforcing, reproducing continuously worsening 

negative outcomes of economic inefficiency for both the state and industry, as production 

runs are stretched out with more total cost in the long run.(Vucetic & Nossal 2012 p10).

This trend according to Hartley(2000)(2006), PWC(2005) and Vucetic & Nossal(2012), 

makes critical mass in production increasingly hard to attain, and projects increasingly 

costly and “lumpy” for both industry and government to carry out, because If in effect, this 

negative feedback loop, or death spiral, threatens the general feasibility of new projects 

and continuation of existing projects lacking the necessary scale of production or capital 

supply  for them to be sustainable, which in turn threatens the states ability to undertake 

such project singlehandedly if sufficient defense spending capital is lacking. 

Relating this to our realists assumptions about the industry, this then would threaten the 

prospect of maintaining existing industries, if these are overly reliant on state oriented 

defense procurement contracts, if this type of market imperfection is persistent. This 

therefore makes domestic “warm industrial bases” increasingly difficult and costly to 

maintain for states if not rectified, and essentially in realists terms, presents both a security 

and economic dilemma for states wishing to maintain these type of industries in the face of 

rising costs. (PWC 2005 p.12)(Hartley 2000 p.4-5). 

These market failures of increasingly inefficient procurement poses significant problems as 

to how they can be rectified by states wishing to undertake continued military procurement 

and the maintenance of a “warm industrial defense base”, in the face of these trends of 
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rising costs and diminishing defense budgets. To investigate how these market failures 

might be rectified, we can explore the options available to states in this sector, by recalling 

our theoretical framework concerning Industrial Policy and complex collaboration. This will 

be undertaken in the following two sections of the analysis. 

6.2.3 Challenges 
Rodrik and Mazzucato argues that effective industrial policy can be used as a tool to 

rectify market failures, such as value chain inefficiency in production (Rodrik 2008 p.1)

(Mazzucato 2015 p.70-71). Recalling Rodrik’s framework on Industrial policy: He argues 

that there essentially are three types of policy solutions to managing market failures, or 

value chain inefficiency in an industry or firm. These are carrot and/or stick, 

embeddedness and accountability(Rodrik 2008 p.26-30). As highlighted in the previous 

section, the main issue in this particular sector, is one of efficiency of production. This 

means that in value chains optimization terms, as understood in Porter’s value chain 

framework(Porter 1985 p.37-42), that any rectifying industrial policy, would have to target 

either procurement itself, on part of the buyer i.e. the state, or the primary activity of 

production within the producer i.e the industry.

Taking this observation into account, we start with carrots and stick approaches. 

As Rodrik argues, carrots should be used to encourage firms to invest in, or engage in 

particular business practices which the state deems preferable. Sticks on the other hand, 

should be used to weed out investment or practices that are either unproductive, or 

downright against particular government policy(Rodrik 2008 p.28).

While R/D is often subsidized by government in arms procurement, due to the risk 

associated with the heavy cost of it, it is the view of this paper, and according to significant 

literature on the subject on value chain optimization in these type of value chains. That  
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carrots and/or stick approaches are largely ineffective in the defense industry dealing with 

high grade products, such as fighter jets, due to the nature of the problem at hand, i.e. that 

of efficiency in procurement, due to lack of scale in production, which in this industry 

presents a particular problem.

As previously highlighted, the main issue with contemporary defense procurement, is the 

high costs of the systems itself and the environment in which they exists i.e. one 

dominated by security concerns. Because of this, states are often the only buyers in this 

market. In the view of this paper and others, this limits the effective options states have in 

regards to correcting market or state inefficiencies. 

Because the state often is the only buyer in the market, any type of standalone capital 

subsidy or tightening of regulation, is either just ineffectual in the larger picture, or 

downright just an extra cost to be incurred by the state, by way of either making the 

product even more expensive, or having the state incur the cost of both subsidy and 

product in the total procurement cost. 

Simply put, state subsidies or tax breaks as carrots, if  solely monetary in nature, would 

essentially just be costs incurred at the expense of the procure, i.e. the state, and would 

only exacerbate the costs incurred by it as an extra overhead to the cost of the purchased 

system itself.

Furthermore, if we return to our analysis of recent trends in this market. Such measures 

doesn’t target the problem of achieving scale in production, as the industry would still be 

subject to longer and more costly production runs because of defense budgetary pressure 

at the level of the buyer. i.e the state. 

“Sticks” in regard to this problem, also tend to be largely ineffective. One could argue that 

stricter regulation of profits margins could, as Rodrik(2002 p.26) argues, “force industry to 

undertake more productive practices”, which in this case would mean industry moving 

capital towards achieving scale. However this only remains the case if profit margins are 
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overtly big relative to the size of the industry. Hartley, Abbott et al, and Adams in this 

regard argues; that historically in the defense industry this hasn’t been the case. Hartley in 

particular instead argues that quite to the contrary, industry in both the US and Europe 

have since the late 1980s been forced to consolidate through state subsidized mergers, 

just to maintain relative scale and scope in the face of less available state procurement 

capital and fewer available procurement contracts. In effect the industry therefore has 

been shrinking in terms of firms and total employment and has become more susceptible 

to economic shocks, such as heavier regulation or loss of existing contracts, while still 

having to face undertaking riskier and more costly projects due to prevailing trends. 

(Hartley 2000 p.6)(Adam 2002 p.2)(Abbott et al 1996 p.2-3)

Moving on to embeddedness and accountability. Rodrik in this regard argues that 

embeddedness, or coordination between industry can help overcome bottlenecks, or 

lumpy projects that are too large relative to the size of the firm or the economy at 

large(Rodrik 2002 p.26). In the view of this paper, the current nature of arms procurement 

and its value chains are already subject to extreme embeddeness and institutional power, 

but that these however are currently often misdirected and often fails to address the 

current trends inherent in defense procurement, such as lack of scale in production and 

increasing budgetary pressure on the buyer side of the value chain.

This is arguable due to the previously described notions of the defense industrial base, as 

it is an industry particularly dominated by states goals, which leaves the value chains 

associated with defense procurement to be what ‘Ponte et al(2017)’ would describe as 

subject to heavy institutional power and governance(Ponte et al 2017 p.16). Through this, 

these value chains are therefore often subject to extreme government power and 

regulation, leaving industry with little leeway to correct market imperfections and the state 

as the entrepreneurial actor solely responsible for correcting such imperfections.
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Furthermore, this security dominated perception of these value chains, coupled with the 

fact that the value chains are extremely dominated by states being the sole buyers of high 

grade military assets. Results in states imposing certain demands on the nature of the 

products they wish to acquire from the industry.(Hartley 2000 p.2). Again this coupled with 

the fact that security concerns dominate the considerations around how the industry is to 

be coordinated only come to reinforce prevailing trends of procurement inefficiency, as 

these trends leave the value chains to be extremely buyer-led, which in turn insulates the 

industry from engaging in businesses practices that could alleviate the problem of scale, 

such as export, or leveraging of global value chains to cut costs. 

As Hartley, and Adams argues, problems of scale could be rectified by increased 

cooperation, through global value chains and subsequent export of systems, as larger 

combined orders could make up for individual states shrinking procurement budgets, while 

global cooperation could introduce competitive pricing on costs, such as labor or raw 

materials.(Hartley 2000 & 2006 p.4-6,p.176.)(Adams 2002 p.2). 

However as a number of analytical papers aimed at the current market point out, this 

strategy has only seen limited use, with some limited application of this in Europe(CSIS 

2014)(Adams 2002 p.5), due to how security concerns related to such practices still largely 

permeate the environment. Generally leaving use of global value chains or export, of 

produced products subject to only limited opportunities for cooperation due to extremely 

heavy regulation through the institutionally governed nature of defense value chains.

A case of this is the US’s ITAR(The International Traffic in Arms Regulations), which is the 

key legislation, which governs arms export or cooperation in this field. Under this act, firms 

are required to seek licenses for export, which are subject to heavy strategic examination 

by government agencies(ITAR 2020 part §123, part §127). This legislation in particular has 

often be scrutinized by foreign partners for constraining cooperation between for an 

example the EU and the US(Chapman 2018 p.237)(Antill & Ito 2012 p.20).
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As of recent, these type of approaches to cooperation and foreign sale, have meant that 

achieving critical scale in production through export or cooperation, is notoriously difficult 

without effective coordination from the host state, in way of regulatory leeway. What is 

instead observed is that often states actually instead coordinate the industry adversely 

against cooperation and use of global supply chains due to the security risks associated 

with this.  This is an observation that is also highlighted by a recent CSIS paper on US 

governance of its defense value chains, wherein the authors described the current US 

governance approach to defense value chains, “as being directly odds with the commercial 

and economic reality of the current market and industry environment”(CSIS 2014 p.24).

Summing up, Industry in this environment therefore often has very little leeway to correct 

market imperfections, such as lack of scale in production, unless coordination with 

governance permits this. Further reinforcing this seems to be the observation that, tools 

such as regulations or subsidy carrots and sticks, are often ineffective due to the nature of 

the current trend constraints. These constraints in effect,  basically leaves the most viable 

efficient industrial procurement policy in this industry in the face of increasing cost and 

budgetary pressure, to be procurement itself i.e. the continuous purchasing of products by 

the state or others. Either through increasing yearly purchases by the host state, so 

production can be sufficient scaled i.e. expanding the budget, or allowing for more lenient 

export or collaboration in export or collaboration legislation terms, so that scale and critical 

mass in production can be achieved through foreign demand. This therefore also seems to 

confirm our previously established realist assumption about the maintenance of “warm 

industrial bases” as a significant security capability from a purely economic point of view, 

and one which is best maintained through an industrial policy of continuous procurement 

with the objective of achieving sufficient scale and less costly critical mass in production.
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6.2.4 Opportunities

As is maybe clear from the previous section, as of recent, due to the aforementioned 

trends and challenges, export or collaboration in production remains two of the most viable 

options in regards to maintaining scale and mass in defense production, due to how these 

allow for the off-setting of the cost and/or budget constraints inherent in the procurement of 

advanced systems in the current market and industry environment.

Maintaining efficient critical mass in production can be achieved through the export of 

systems, as this allows industry to scale up production, enabling the industrial base  

benefits of economies of scale through having a larger output, without the host 

government having to inflate the defense budget and own procurement order. This 

Therefore also enables the government to maintain a sufficiently “warm” i.e. sustainable 

defense industrial base(PWC 2005 p.5). Currently there is still a market for export of 

advanced system, especially in smaller economies that have either given up, or has never 

had sufficient industrial capacity for the production of high grade military equipment. For 

importers of such equipment, this is known as off-shelf buying, as the importer has no 

involvement in the value chains of the product, and simply chooses between whatever 

products are available on the market.(Hartley 2000 p.10).

However in the view of this paper, this strategy has its cons. If we recall our realist 

assumptions about capabilities and how states value security and maintenance of 

capability over cooperation that might off-set these. This strategy should only work in 

cases where the buyer has no option to develop such systems itself. This assumption 

seems to be confirmed when we look historically at the market. Here larger and 

technologically capable economies have tended to want to maintain the sovereignty of 

production, or warm industrial bases, and therefore not participate in off-shelf import, as 

such import would mean the erosion of this capability, due to it fulfilling the demand that 

was previously fulfilled by the host state’s own defense industry(Heinrich 2015 p.341).
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We can again relate this to the earlier presented case of the EDAP framework, which 

strictly establishes certain LCRs for the maintenance of sovereign European defense 

capability(EDAP 2016 p.1-2). This again highlighting how states perceive industrial base 

maintenance as a vital security LCR, with the maintenance of it through continuous 

procurement being preferred to import, even if import would seem to be less capital 

intensive.

Furthermore Hartley(2006) argues in favor of this point from a purely economic point of 

view, arguing that it might even not be the most suitable strategy for export, as historically, 

the market penetration of this strategy has tended to be low, due to off-shelf designs 

having to compete with other off-shelf products or even more attractive collaborative 

projects that satisfies both economic and security LCR interests of the purchasing 

state(Hartley  2006 p.485).

Collaboration through the leveraging of global value chains can therefore be said to be an 

increasingly attractive option for states in this environment. This is because it manages to 

both solve the problem of scale and that of sustainable maintenance of the domestic 

industrial base through continued procurement. This it achieves, as it allows for 

participants to pool orders, meaning that for an example, states that would only require a 

very limited amount of systems, which would otherwise put pressure on the domestic 

industry to achieve production of these in a efficient manner, would be able to partake in 

large pooled orders of system, that would guarantee a large scaled project over a 

prolonged period of time, to which benefits of economics of scale and a less costly 

achievement of critical mass in production would apply. This would over time reduce costs 

of procurement for all participants, as they all would be benefit from the economics of 

scale this would provide, as Hartley(2006) puts it; a sort of “collective efficiency” (Hartley 

2006 p.474)(Hartley 2000 p.4)(CSIS 2014 p.18). Furthermore it would also introduce 

factors such as competitive pricing in a traditionally very insulated industry due to security 
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LCRs, as the use of global value chains would allows participants to gain access to 

markets and economies in which wages, or raw materials could potentially be acquired 

with lower costs(Hartley 2000 p.15)(Gereffi 2014 p.18).

However as argued earlier, such strategies are inherently difficult in this industry, due to 

differing state concerns, which often manifests as very clear LCRs consisting of 

sovereignty and continued sustainment of own industry objectives. These as previously 

argued can come to constrain cooperation, due to how security is the utmost goal of states 

in the international system. Implementing cooperation is therefore a significant challenge, 

as initiators of such projects have to provide guarantees of security in these areas, which 

often mean compromise on own security and less rigid governance of the value chains 

associated with military procurement(Adams 2002 p.6)(CSIS p.2014 p.24). As 

Hartley(2006) puts it: “In this new environment states have to consider the trade offs of 

having sovereign monopoly in defense procurement, which means greater security, but in 

this current environment also means having to incur greater individual costs and less 

efficiency in procurement”(Hartley 2006 p.487). If we recall our theoretical framework on 

complex cooperation in relation to this observation, it appears especially important in this 

sector that guarantees are given, in regards to work share and sovereign security, through 

the step process needed for effective collaboration described by Cohen & Mankin (2002, 

p.118), if participants are to reap the benefits and off-sets of current negative trends, and 

not hedge against such project due to as realism describes valuing security above all else. 

As this could as Hartley describes lead to bad outcomes for all involved parties. Summing 

up, it is clear that while prevailing trends challenge classic notions of how states are to 

efficiently source security from their own domestic sphere. Strategies that could off-set 

this, such as collaboration still seems inherently difficult to implement, if care is not taken 

to individual states security concerns related to giving up sovereignty to gain efficiency in 

security, and the defense industries related to this.
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Having established these observations about emerging trends, implications challenges 

and opportunities, we must in our concluding analysis take these into account when 

analyzing the structure and performance of the JSF F-35 and how it responded to these. 

This is because, and as this paper has so far argued. That it would seem that the 

efficiency of a program in this sector, such as the JSF F-35, itself hinges on how the 

program has responded to these trends and challenges in terms of its structure and 

strategy. In the concluding part of the paper, we will analyze if a strategy of complex 

collaboration was effectively implemented in the JSF F-35, with sufficient care taken to the 

existence of the previously argued trends, challenges and opportunities inherent to the 

current sector environment. With effective collaboration in regards to these, meaning 

effective implementation which would avoid participating states hedging against the 

program, due to participants prioritizing realists assumptions about the sector, such as 

sovereign security objectives above all else, which if not rectified in the design of the JSF 

F-35, would then could come to damage the performance of the program, due to a lack of 

collective efficiency.

6.3 The Joint Strike Fighter Program and Case Countries 

We now move on to the case of the Joint Strike Fighter program, to investigate how this 

particular program was potentially influenced by the previous presented trends in the 

contemporary defense procurement environment and if so how it responded to these in the 

design of its structure and terms. Following this it will be presented how three participating 

states responded to the particular design of this program.

As argued by Chapman, the F-35 was initially conceived to be a reasonable affordable 

system, designed to off-set rising costs of development and procurement by replacing a 

group of existing aircraft designs. This would according to Chapman, enable the program 

to off-set prevailing trends in the industry, by limiting the scope of production, so as scale 
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could be maintained through having fewer, but larger pooled production runs(Chapman 

2018 p.89-90). Furthermore, the program was also designed from scratch to be a 

collaborative industrial partnership initiative, which would serve as both a way of 

increasing the scale of the program, while also making it an attractive investment for 

potential buyers, as integration into US-led defense value chains and pooling of orders and 

resources would be an exciting prospect for interested states, both in terms of gaining 

access to US technology, but also in terms of maintaining own industry through the work 

and jobs that this large project would provide. This could in theory both reinvigorate  

nascent or even shrinking aerospace industries in states interested in participation, while 

also increasing US market share in these markets(Vucetic & Nossal 2012 p.5).

Arguably this seems to be in line with the observations made by this paper, about general 

trends, challenges and opportunities in this particular industry. As one of rising costs, with 

more incentive for collaboration for states wishing to maintain industrial bases associated 

with military procurement. Furthermore it arguably confirms our realists assumptions about 

how this industry has been fairly insulated previously, due to and as Kapstein(2004) puts it; 

“….By adopting the collaborative approach for the F-35, the Pentagon rejected calls going 

back to before the JSF, that foreign participation should be strictly limited in regards to 

such programs….Recognizing the fact, that winning foreign markets was now critical for 

the financial health of the US industrial defense base…”(Kapstein 2006 p.137-138). With 

Kapstein also further arguing that the collaborative aspect of the F-35 was conceived at a 

time where US military planners were afraid of industrial and military consolidation in EU 

markets, as similar sector trends in the EU also encouraged collaboration between 

member states through pooling and scale, if a sovereign EU defense industrial base was 

to be maintained in the face of prevailing trends in the industry as a whole. 

This trend if left unrecognized, could as Kapstein and others argue come to inhibit future 

US participation in this market, if off-sets in regards to states’ industrial base maintenance 
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was not offered to buyers in this market, which could effectively shut the US out of the 

industrial efficiency gains that can be acquired through larger scale export or collaborative 

project.(Kapstein 2004 p.138)(Adams 2002 p.5)(Hartley 2007 p.484-485)(CSIS 2009 p.

1-2)(CSIS 2014 p.24-25).

Having established that the JSF F-35 program was established with trends similar to what 

this paper found for the industry in general in mind, it is now relevant to examine how 

considerations to these were implemented into the structure of the JSF F-35 program. It in 

this regard important to also keep in mind the potential pitfalls to cooperation in this sector, 

such as those this paper argued for and presented in the previous opportunities and 

challenges section.

In regards to cooperation, the F-35 JSF program undertook a very diffuse approach. The 

exact structure of the cooperative aspect  developed gradually, as states declared interest 

in the project. Initially the project was a 90/10 split between the US and the UK, with the 

only real agreement being a 10% funding share to be contributed by the UK(Vucetic & 

Nossal 2013 p.4-6). As other states gradually entered, the project took on a tier system, in 

which work share, delivery timeline and influence in the project was decided on and 

allocated according to the size of financial contribution to the development phase. 

However, within the partnership of the JSF, the US would as leader of the project, reserve 

an absolute right to veto and full control allocation of industrial contracts on the basis best-

value sourcing, meaning that no guarantees for industrial participation would be given, and 

that the US government and Lockheed Martin would reserve the right to both deny, or 

reduce industrial participation or insight  for partners, either due to US security concerns, 

or lack of sufficient industrial capacity on the part of the individual participant. 

Simultaneously participants were not obligated to the program either, meaning they had 

the right to leave the program at will, or postpone commitment to purchase. However no 
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reimbursement on part of the US, would be given on the contributions already committed 

by the participants in such instances(Chapman 2018 p.204)(Antill & Ito 2012 p.28).

Knowing this structure, we can now relate this to the concept of complex collaboration and 

the steps argued by Cohen & Mankin (2002) for collaboration to be effective. As argued by 

Cohen & Mankin , it is essential in complex forms of collaboration that objectives and work 

share be structured, so as to reduce mistrust and goal misalignment(Cohen & Mankin 

2002, p.118). With this in mind, it is the view of this paper, that the F-35 JSF therefore 

clearly lack an efficient collaborative structure, as there are essentially no clear cut 

guarantees of gain, such as industrial participation for lower level actors in the value chain. 

This could leave to inefficient collaboration due to mistrust or goal misalignment, as 

participants overly concerned with realist assumptions such as  security and relative gain, 

could decide to hedge, or balance  against the program, if the fear of losing out on 

industrial participation is sufficient enough. In such a scenario in which partners turn 

against the program, the main initiator of it would therefore be forced to either cancel it, or 

carry the full weight of the project as partners either drop out, or remain hesitant to commit 

fully to it. Furthermore, US right to veto and no guarantee of terms could be said to be a 

sort of diffuse LCR, in which the US can withhold certain aspects of the project, if deemed 

too important to share or outsource. In the next part we will analyze what sort of problems 

this potentially had on the JSF F-35 program.

6.3.1 Problems

The problems encountered  in the JSF F-35 can be distilled into two distinct phases. The 

development phase, and the procurement phase. The development phase of the JSF F-35 

ran from 2001 to 2007, and was characterized by both technical difficulties with the design 
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of the aircraft itself, but more important for this paper, it was characterized by a significant 

amount of political strife between the leader of the program, the US, and a number of its’ 

partners. These included issues over the division of labour and technology sharing, which 

were critiqued at the time for not being sufficiently reciprocal in relation to the size of funds 

partners committed, and did not consider partners states desire for maintaining sovereign 

control over industry and the aircraft itself(Antill & Ito 2012 p.19)(Kapstein 2004 p.

152-153). This period generally saw partner states both threaten to quit, such as was the 

case the UK, or announcing halting of funding and delays to finalizations of commitments, 

such as was the case with Denmark and the Netherlands(Vucetic & Nossal 2012 p.6).

The procurement phase saw the first official delivery of a complete F-35 to the US Air 

Force in 2011, which at this time was 3 years late from the original schedule(Chapman 

2018 p.106). on top of this obvious delay, the procurement phase was dominated by costs 

issues. By 2011 the average cost of the aircraft was now 156 million dollars per unit, a 65 

million difference from the original estimate(see figure 4 in appendix. Furthermore the 

order numbers were now so low, having experienced both technical difficulties,  reductions 

in the US order, and postponements or cancellations of foreigns orders, that Lockheed 

Martin estimated that full rate production of the aircraft would not be reached until 

2019(see figure 4 in appendix) By 2016 the costs of the program had effectively doubled 

from original estimates. Increasing from the original estimate of 230 billion, to around a 

total costs of development and procurement of around 400 billion. Furthermore only 179 

out of the original estimated 1013 Aircraft had been delivered, with 46 further aircraft on 

order for that year, all being US orders(Chapman 2018 p.106). This number was also far 

below the 137 estimated yearly capacity baseline, which had been agreed to by the US 

government and Lockheed Martin in 2012(Time 2012)(see figure 5 appendix).

However, while these numbers paints a bleak picture, foreign orders were at this point 

starting to come in. In 2015 and 2016, The UK, Israel, Denmark, The Netherlands, Norway 
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and Italy were beginning to put in larger orders, beyond that of just single test aircraft, 

however often significantly reduced orders due to the price of the individual aircraft, which 

at this time still hovered around 120 million dollars on average. This development has 

since continued as more orders have come in, with Lockheed Martin estimating now a 

lowering of the price for the individual units to 80 million per unit and an estimated 169 

total deliveries in 2020, as the scale of production is increased(Reuters 2019),

Summing up, it would seem as the F-35 JSF suffered from varying commitment by its 

foreign participants. The early part of i.e the development phase from 2001 to 2007, 

seems to have been marred by mistrust in the program and US commitment to grant 

participants proper access to the project through proper value chain integration and 

reciprocity in aspects such as technology sharing. This seems to have affected the 

procurement phase that started in 2011, as foreign participants at this point were still yet to 

put down a significant orders for the aircraft. As presented, this clearly affected the scale of 

production, with the lack of scale in orders shooting up the individual price of the aircraft, 

thereby making procurement even more expensive for all involved. We can relate this to 

our theory of complex collaboration, as this looks like a case in which the collaboration 

failed in its structure. i.e. proper division of labour, guarantees and planning among 

participants. This arguably then enabled a negative feedback loop/death spiral in which 

procurement costs increased due to the US having to carry the responsibility of assuring 

scale in production enabling what Hartley(2006) would call lack of collective efficiency. 

We will now turn to our cases of the UK, the Netherlands and Denmark, to investigate and 

discuss, if their wavering commitment to the project was informed by issues of individual 

security as understood by realist assumptions about state priorities in the international 

system.
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6.3.2 Country Cases

The United Kingdom

The UK was the first partner to the JSF, entering the program in 1995, with it being the 

highest contributing partner and a level 1 partner with 2.5 billion committed before 

procurement. The UK had previous experience with collaboration in the aerospace 

defense sector, with its participation in the Eurofighter Typhoon program, which had been 

regarded as a success for the UK.

Problems between the US and UK already started in 2005, when the UK demanded full 

access “to all technology and information” required for the UK to operate the aircraft 

autonomously. This was repeatedly rebuffed under the Bush Administration through the 

ITAR regulation, which prevented the UK gaining access to the F-35’s computer source 

codes and its’ stealth technology(Chapman 2018 p.237-238). This misalignment between 

the UK and the US was further damaged when the US canceled British industrial 

contribution on the Rolls Royce design of the engine in 2009(Antil & Ito 2012 p.21). The 

years that followed specifically 2010 and 2011, saw the UK reconsider commitment to the 

program, despite the US granting the UK full access to the technology of the F-35 after 

prolonged UK Pressure, with factions in the UK government arguing for the complete 

abandonment of the project entirely, as it so far not had lived up to its expectation of 

guaranteeing UK industrial participation(Chapman 2018 p.240-241). Furthermore the 

system were also seeing cost increases in this timeframe, which meant that the UK had to 

reduce its’ original intended order of 150 to 138(Chapman 2018 p.241). However in spite 

of this, by 2015 the UK decided to commit to the project, with the UK MOD(ministry of 

defense) arguing the case, that as of then, the F-35 was the only state of the art aircraft 

available which would guarantee interoperability with the US and the use of two planned 

British Aircraft Carriers under construction, which were designed with the F-35 in 
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mind(Chapman 2018 p.248)(Antill & Ito 2012 p.23-24). The UK received its’ first batch of 

F-35 in 2018.

The Netherlands  

The Netherlands is a level 2 partner to the JSF F-35, having contributed 800 million dollars 

to the program before procurement(Vucetic & Nossa 2012 p.6) According to Scott-Smith & 

Smeets(2012), Dutch participation was almost entirely dominated by the prospect of 

industrial participation. They argue that during the 90s, Dutch domestic aerospace industry 

had experienced severe crisis and downturn, with companies such as the national 

champion ‘Fokker’ requiring a 153 million bailout by the state to avoid bankruptcy in 1996. 

This essentially drove Dutch considerations in regards to the program, with the 

government hoping that participation in the value chains in a project as big as the F-35 

would help maintain Dutch Industrial capability in this sector(Scott-Smith & Smeets 2012 p.

51). Issues with the programs for the Netherlands started in the mid 2000s and was 

related to the scale of Dutch industrial participation. Chapman(2018) and Scott-Smith & 

Smeets(2012) argues that during this time, concerns were raised within the Dutch 

parliament in regards to the US underdelivering in regards to industrial participation 

contracts. Dutch awarded contracts at that time  were only being valued at an estimated 

700 million dollar in turnover, with this being a far reach from the 3.4 billion turnover, which 

was initially estimated by the Dutch government(Scott-Smith & Smeets 2012 p.59)

(Chapman 2018 p.306-307). While a Dutch decision in regards to the F-35 was expected 

to be reached in 2009, this issue caused continuous delays due to domestic political 

opposition, informed now by both the rising costs of the system, which would reduce the 

original order of 86 to 54 aircraft, and the previously mentioned underwhelming Dutch 

Industrial participation granted by the US and Lockheed Martin(Chapman 2018 p.308). by 

2013 the Dutch government formally committed to the F-35, with the then government 
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arguing that despite it flaws, the F-35 remained the most formidable aircraft available, and 

that exit from the program at that time would most likely be more costly than continued 

commitmentScott-Smith & Smeets 2012 p.61). However due to the rising costs of the 

system, the total Dutch order now stood at 35, a far reach from the original 86 aircraft 

intended, however with the potential for further orders, if the unit price was sufficiently 

reduced in the future(Chapman 2018 p.308). First delivery of Dutch F-35 aircraft happened 

in 2018 

Denmark

Denmark is a level 3 partner to the program, with around a 100 million committed to the 

program before procurement. Denmark had a significantly different experience with the 

program than that of the Netherlands and the UK. Having joined the program in 2001, it 

very much remained as a silent observer throughout the process, not raising particular 

concerns or issues with its role in the program, and with industrial participation very much 

being an afterthought(Ringmose 2012 p.108-109)(Chapman 2018 p.279). The original 

intended Danish order was set at 48 aircraft, but during the 2000s and early 2010s, the 

Danish government never formalized this order. Instead, Danish participation was very 

much run like a standard off-shelf project, meaning that while being partner to the JSF, the 

Danish government remained open for bids from other manufactures, taking in and 

considering bids from both the Eurofighter project, the Swedish Saab Griben, and the 

American Boeing F-15 Superhornet aircraft(Ringmose 2012 p.96). This fighter competition 

ran until late 2016, when the Danish government decided to formally commit to the F-35. 

However due to the increase in price the F-35 had experienced since its original 

conception. The danish government had to reduce its’ order to 27 aircraft from the original 

prospect of 48(Chapman 2018 p.278). The Danish Ministry of Defense, argued for the 

selection of the F-35 as the best candidate due to the interoperability it ensured with the 
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US and other NATO partners, further arguing that the lack of US guarantees of Industrial 

participation and the lower than expected number of procured, should not overwrite the 

need for this capability in the Danish Airforce, and the capability of the F-35 as the best 

candidate to provide this(DMOD)Danish Ministry of Defense 2016 p.1-9). First Danish 

delivery of the F-35 is expected in 2021.

7.Discussion

The implications of the terms of structure of the F-35 JSF program seems quite clear when 

we examine the program from the point of view of its foreign participants. Across the cases 

examined by this paper, it appears as a cautious approach was adopted by all of these for 

various reasons. In the cases of the UK and the Netherlands, the approaches undertaken 

was one of clear interest in the industrial participatory aspect of the program, with these 

two states displaying clear hopes of the F-35 JSF fulfilling individual LCRs in regards to 

their domestic industrial base and the future maintenance and security of this. Both these 

did not fully commit to the F-35 in the early phases of the program, as it did not live up to 

these LCRs, with both countries considering leaving the program at different points due to 

the concerns associated with the perceived poor terms of the JSF, but with both countries 

later committing as it became clear for both that there where no good alternative options 

available to them other than this particular procurement program despite it flaws.

Denmark in this regard undertook a even more cautious approach. In this case a minimum 

financial commitment was made to essentially buy a “seat at the table”, so that the aircraft 

was eligible for future consideration and procurement. In effect this made the Danish 

participation to the program look more like a traditional “off-shelf import” project.

Relating this to our realist assumption, this seems to confirm the view that states are 

inherently self-interested if they are permitted to do so, and that they pursue relative and 

selfish gains in the pursuit of ensuring own security, even in ventures that are built around 
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the idea of absolute gains through collaboration. In the case of the JSF, this dynamic came 

to be, due to the nature and terms of the program. The US dominance of the program 

effectively alienated participants as no guarantees were to be found, meaning that 

participants had little hopes of upgrading their position in the value chains, which left them 

essentially to instead employ very cautious approaches of simply hoping for the best, while 

refusing to fully commit to it, as keeping ones options open at this point looked as the best 

strategy from a point of view of maintaining security.

The effect this had on the program also seems clear when we look at the performance of 

the program itself. Here it arguably looks like the procurement phase starting in 2011 

suffered greatly under this dynamic of “mistrust” and “goal-misalignment”  in the terms of 

the program and between the US and partner states. During this phase it is clear that it 

had issues making up the sufficient order quantities for it to efficiently bring down the price 

of the individual units, which as argued by this paper, is essentially the game of conducting 

effective industrial policy in this particular sector due to the inherent constraints it is subject 

to. I.e. it being a buyer-led, institutional power dominated value chain structure, in which 

states are the sole buyers of the products. In effect, the hedging, or balancing against the 

project in realist terms by partner states, left the US to carry the entire weight of 

procurement for the initial couple of years of procurement, with this resulting in a incredible 

high costs of units due to lack of scale in production.

In complex collaboration terms this then looks like a project which failed in this aspect. The 

lack of structure, and clear cut agreement on the division of labour in the case of the JSF, 

resulted in mistrust and goal-misalignment between states, which then affected the main 

goal of the collaboration, that of achieving scale and “collective efficiency” by pooling of 

resources, with the objective of creating a affordable fighter, which had the added benefit 

of maintaining the industries related to it.
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The JSF F-35 is however not a failed project entirely. As of current, states have started to 

commit to the project, and orders are coming in, in larger numbers, with the price currently 

also being driven down as a result. However this is most likely due to the fact, that there 

exists very few alternatives to the F-35 at this time. This currently leaves states with the 

option of either choosing that platform, or be left with nothing in terms of both industrial 

participation and a modern capable fighter aircraft.

However this failure in collaboration could come to damage future US prospects of 

conducting similar projects within the EU. As pointed out by a significant literature on the 

topic, US reluctance to show reciprocity toward its EU partners could force these to in the 

future focus on EU centric collaborative projects, if these would come with better 

guarantees in terms of maintaining individual partners interests. This could arguably come 

to shut out the US of enjoying the benefits of collaboration with this particular market, both 

in terms of enjoying a significant market share, but also the economic benefits that 

“collective efficiency” in collaborative defense procurement provides(CSIS 2009 p.1-2)

(Adams 2002 p.5-7)(CSIS 2014 p.25-27)(Kapstein 2007 p.154-155).

To consider the prospect of this, one only has to look to the previous conducted 

Eurofighter project, which were by participants perceived as a much better deal and 

success overall. In this project, collaboration was handled in a significantly different way 

than in the JSF F-35. While the F-35 had very diffuse terms with no guarantees of work 

shares or technology transfers. The Eurofighter worked by way of dividing work share and 

related industrial contracts through the size of the orders participants were willing to 

commit to. In effect this therefore solved both the problem of guaranteeing scale of 

production and individual state security LCRs, as commitment to the project was rewarded 

in the size of participants awarded work share(Heinrich 2015). Work was therefore in 

complex collaboration terms, incredible structured from the onset, as participants had an 

initial guaranteed stake in the project, which then resulted in commitment to collaboration.
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One therefore could argue that if a similar project was conceived in the future as an 

alternative to a US-led project with terms similar to the diffuse ones found in the JSF F-35, 

this could come to outcompete such a US project and therefore reduce future US market 

share in Europe. 

8. Conclusion

This project set out to investigate the contemporary nature of defense procurement in 

order to provide a structural theoretical foundation as a mean to examine how these  has 

influenced and potentially affected the performance and design of the F-35 Joint Strike 

Fighter Program. It hypothesized that while collaboration in defense procurement has 

become increasingly attractive due to prevailing trends of rising costs and declining 

budgets, the US in its’ design of the JSF F-35 program failed to recognize partnering 

states prioritizing of sovereign security in the terms and structure of the program due to 

particular US security informed LCR. This in turn would lead to the failure of the 

collaborative aspect of the project, as states would hedge against it in an attempt to 

safeguard own security due to own LCRs.

The paper found that while the design F-35 JSF recognized contemporary trends in the 

defense industry, such as approved incentives for collaboration due to rising costs and 

declining budgets. It failed to structure the program in an manner appropriate for 

collaboration in this particular industry. US reluctance to provide guarantees in terms of  

partner LCRs, such as work share, sovereign control, maintenance of industry and 

potential for value chain upgrading, left partners to effectively hedge/balance against 

program, with this contributing to the programs perceived inefficiency. In effect and as 

displayed in the cases examined in this paper, some individual partner states took on a 

“wait and see”, approach which probably damaged the prospect of economics of scale and 

“collective efficiency” within the program. This in turn left to increases in the price of 
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individual F-35 units, as the US had to carry the weight of procurement and subsequently 

damaged gains for all parties involved as, with no viable alternatives in sight, states had to  

begrudgingly commit, ending up with fewer acquired aircraft than intended, due to the lack 

of critical mass and efficiently scaled production for the system. In conclusion the JSF F-35 

serves as a case of failure in cooperation due to realist notions of self-interest and mistrust 

leading to a lack “collective efficiency” in the leveraging of global value chains in 

international defense procurement. 
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